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ABSTRACT

Ring networks are appropriate for the full range of network levels, including multiprocessor

systems, local area computer networks and high speed backbones. The most well known and

widely implemented examples are the IBM token ring and FDDI networks. Ring networks have

the advantages of high channel utilisation and bounded delay if an n-limited service policy is

used. The packet transfer delay, defmed as the average time a packet spends in the network

from the time it is generated until the time it is received at its destination node, improves with

the number of rings on which a node is connected. However, many ring connections are not

economically feasible since the cost of the ring interface increases with the number of rings.

There has been an abundance of previous work on single token ring networks. A number of

papers on slotted rings, register insertion rings and more complex ring architectures have also

been published. However, there is very little existing literature on multiple ring networks as

well as ring networks in clustered traffic environments, i.e. where nodes from the same cluster

tend to communicate more with each other than with other nodes in the network. This thesis

focuses on two network topologies that make use of multiple rings and are well suited to

clustered traffic environments: the two-connected multiple ring (2-MR) and the destination

removal double ring (DRDR).

For the 2-MR network, three different practical token-based protocols are investigated in an

attempt to optimise performance. It is further shown that significant performance

improvements can be achieved by employing a slotted ring protocol rather than the token ring

protocol. The DRDR network is also examined and its performance compared to the

aforementioned architectures. For each of the six cases, both random and clustered traffic

patterns are considered and compared. Analytical results are derived which are verified by

results obtained from computer simulations.

Furthermore, we look at exact methods of analysing ring networks. A mean value analysis of a

single token ring network with a I-limited service discipline is performed, which clearly shows

the complexity exact methods introduce. Finally, although it has been stated in the literature

that an exact analysis of a multiple symmetrical token ring network is intractable, we present a

novel Markov chain approach that gives exact results for near zero loads.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

There is an ever present need for better communications systems. Users and applications alike

seem to always demand more than is available. Although greater bandwidths and a wider range

of services are continually being implemented, the problem has no foreseeable short-term

solution. With the boom in multimedia applications and the vast array of possibilities in the

field, engineers are working hard to turn out faster, better networks at all levels.

This thesis examines ring networks. They are appropriate for the full range of network levels,

including multiprocessor systems, local area computer networks and high speed backbones.

There is obviously a lot of competition between different network protocols and topologies.

Ring networks offer a number of advantages but also have their limitations. This chapter

describes what ring networks are, compares them to other network types and takes a look at

most of their fundamental features and issues.

1.1 What are ring networks?

Figure 1-1: Ring network

A ring network is a network topology in which the nodes are connected in a closed loop or ring.

Packets circulate around the ring in a pre-determined direction. As opposed to a bus or
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

broadcast network, there is not a direct connection between the receive and transmit transducers

at each node. When a packet arrives at a node, it is received by the receive transducer, buffered

by a shift register for a time period named the node latency and then transmitted to the next

node on the ring by the transmit transducer (see section 1.5). In this way, after being

transmitted from a source node, a packet is passed from node to node around the ring until it

reaches its destination node. It usually continues around the ring back to the source node.

A ring network consists of a closed circuit of unidirectional point-to-point connections. This

offers a couple of inherent advantages:

• High speed guided mediums, such as optical fibre, are only useful for point-to-point

connections. This makes them suitable for ring networks.

• There is no wasted bandwidth as a direct result of propagation delays. In a bus based

system, if a node transmits bits onto the medium, they will only be received by the other

nodes at some later time. During this interval, these other nodes will obviously not be able

to transmit without a collision occurring. Take, for example, a lOOMbps Ethernet network.

Nodes A and B are separated by lOOm of cable. Node B is waiting to transmit a packet but

the channel is currently in use by A. Assuming, for convenience, that the signal propagates

at 2xl0
8
m.s-l

, node B detects an empty channel 50 bit times after the packet has left A. This

is a significant overhead and occurs to some degree every time a node has to wait for

access. Unidirectional point-to-point connections incur no such delays. Data can be

transmitted continuously on the link.

1.2 Ring networks vs. con tention networks

In order to determine the usefulness of ring networks, it is necessary to evaluate them in terms

of the major competition. The two main alternative network types are contention based

broadcast networks and switched networks.

Ethernet is by far the most common LAN standard world-wide. It is in fact an implementation

of CSMNCD (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection) which is actually a

broadcast network where users have to contend for access. When a user wishes to transmit data,
it waits until the network is idle and immediately starts transmission. If a collision occurs,

transmission is halted and retried at a later time determined by the backoff algorithm. These

packet collisions degrade the performance of the network and can theoretically lead to infinite

transmission delays and zero network throughput.
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Ring

o

Contention

Offered Load

2 3

Graph 1-1: Throughput vs. offered load for ring and contention networks

In general, when the offered load to a broadcast network surpasses some critical value, the

throughput of the network actually starts to decrease, tending asymptotically towards zero (as

shown in graph 1-1). This curve shape is characteristic of all networks where users have to

contend for access.

Access delays (the length of time a node has to wait before receiving access to the network) are

unbounded because collisions can theoretically occur for an infinite length of time. System

behaviour is thus somewhat unpredictable and no guarantees can be made concerning service

times without additions to the protocol. Together with this goes the concept of fairness. A

contention network is inherently unfair. Some nodes may receive preferential treatment at the

expense of other nodes. Consider a UTP Ethemet network where the nodes are connected in a

star configuration using a hub. The node closest to the hub will receive each transmission first

and will thus always detect that the channel has become idle before the rest of the nodes. It

receives preferential service because it has a greater chance of seizing the channel before the

other nodes. On the other hand, the node furthest from the hub will be the last to detect when the

channel becomes idle and hence will have the worst chance of seizing the channel. BackofJ

algorithms are designed to counter this problem but it can never be completely solved.

Ring networks, on the other hand, have no losses due to packet collisions. Users generally have

equal access to the system in an ordered,jair manner. They do not have to contend for available

bandwidth. This results in the throughput vs. offered load curve depicted in graph 1-1. Network

throughput remains equal to the offered load until the ring becomes saturated. The throughput
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reaches a maximum value, which IS maintained for any load higher than the maximum

throughput.

Combined with the advantages given in section 1.1, a ring network can achieve a far higher

throughput than a contention network using the same medium. In their favour, however,

contention networks have no inherent access delays at low loads. If a packet arrives at a node it

can be transmitted immediately, so long as the channel is idle. Also, the propagation delay from

the source node to the destination node will normally be slightly higher for ring networks than

for contention networks. Furthermore, contention buses wired in a star configuration are

extremely simple and robust. This is probably the major reason for the proliferation of Ethemet.

1.3 Ring networks vs. swi tched networks

Figure 1-2 shows a diagram of a switched network. All nodes are connected to one or more

central switches. There are generally separate connections for received and transmitted traffic.

Figure 1-2: Switched network (star topology)

Switched networks sit at the opposite end ·of the scale to contention buses. They are inherently

more complicated, less robust and generally more expensive. However, they offer the promise

of far greater bandwidth. In a IOOMbps contention or ring network, all the users share the

100Mbps channel. In a IOOMbps switched network, there is a dedicated 100Mbps for each user.

This translates into far greater maximum network throughputs.
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Furthermore, in non-blocking switches, nodes do not have to wait for network access. Since

each node has its own connection to the switch, it can transmit packets as soon as they arrive.

This advantage is nullified to a certain extent because packets may have to be queued in the

switch.

This is the main problem with switched networks. They are entirely dependent on the switch.

This has a number of disadvantages:

• If the switch fails, the entire network goes down. This can be countered by adding

redundancy in the switch, but this adds significantly to the expense of the switch.

• Since packets are queued in the switch, memory is required. This is in addition to the

queues at all of the nodes.

• Since queues have finite lengths, packets may be lost. This problem is especially likely to

happen when a great deal of the network traffic is destined for the one node. Consider a

lOOMbps switched network. If the load destined for a node exceeds 100Mbps for a

sufficiently long period of time, queue lengths will obviously grow until they exceed their

limit and consequently packets will be lost. Packets will also be lost when the total offered

load exceeds the internal bandwidth of the switch.

• Maximum network throughput is limited by the speed of the switch.

• The network is not as scalable as distributed networks (contention buses and rings). In

distributed networks the network can be as small as two nodes or as large as the protocol

allows. The cost is roughly proportional to the number of nodes. In a switched network, at

least one switch is always required. A trade-off has to be made between cost and

expandability. A switch can be purchased which just meets the network demand (in terms of

node connections and internal bandwidth). If the network is expanded, however, a new

switch will have to be purchased. Conversely, a switch with a capacity significantly higher

than the current requirement can be purchased, but at significant extra expense. Switches

themselves are designed to be expandable by simply plugging in extra cards with additional

ports, but the base price of the switch will still be governed by its maximum capacity.

• Switches require routing. When a packet arrives at an input port of the switch, its

destination address has to be examined and it has to be routed to the correct output port.

This adds extra complexity as well as the requirement for a processor in the switch. This

processor will have to be dimensioned for maximum load and will hence be under utilised

most of the time. This obviously adds to the cost.

Table 1-1 briefly lists some of the advantages and disadvantages of the various networks.
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Network Type Contention Ring Switched

Packet collisions? Yes No No

Routing required? No No Yes

Packet losses? Policy dep.mdent No Yes

Maximum throughput Low Medium High

Fairness Backoff algorithm Inherent Switch dependent

Robustness High with High with multiple Redundancy
hub rings or hub required

Access delay Unbounded Bounded with Zero
n-lirnited service

Transport delay Physical Node latency plus Queuing (in switch)
propagation delay propagation delay plus propagation

delay

Maximum number of No physicallirnit No physicallirnit Switch dependent
nodes

Table 1-1: Comparison of contention, ring and switched networks

1.4 Wiring

The basic wiring configuration for ring networks is, as the name implies, in a ring. The cabling

goes directly from one node to the next in the ring. Ring networks can also be connected in a

star configuration using a hub. This allows the network to recover from both node and link

failures by switching out the connection to the offending node/link. It also allows inactive nodes

to be switched out, which improves network performance. On the negative side, it requires more

cabling and results in correspondingly longer propagation delays.

Hub
"""

f~!9Y~ f~!9Y~ f~!9Y~ f~!9.Y~ f~!9Y~
'r-........L -.;..:---<I...· ~:i--~I.... ........,;::--~I... "l"':i--~I.... ~

1- _" I_I- _.. ,_ _ _ J 1_ _" 1_ _ _ J

..
Ir

Figure 1-3: Star wiring configuration
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1.5 Node structure

Rx

Receive
Buffer

Transmit
Buffer

Tx

INTRODUCTION

In-line shift register
(node latency)

Figure 1-4: Node model

Figure 1-4 shows a simplified model of a generic ring network node. The ring connections are

via receive and transmit transducers. There are two packet buffers, one for received packets and

one for transmitted packets. Furthermore, there is a shift register in-line with the ring that

produces what is known as the node latency, i.e. the delay experienced by data circulating the

ring when passing a node. This shift register is required in order to give the node time to

examine an arriving token or incoming packet header and decide what to do with it. The packet

can either be removed from the ring or passed on to the next node. In order to make this

decision, the node usually requires the source or destination address of the packet.

1.6 Spatial bandwidth

Spatial bandwidth refers to the bandwidth distributed around the ring. When one refers to a

100Mbps ring network, one is actually referring to the fact that each link in the network is

100Mbps. If, however, the network has 10 nodes and lO links, the total spatial bandwidth, i.e.

the sum of the bandwidths of the individual links, will be 1Gbps. In practice, the network can

never have a 1Gbps throughput because packets have to traverse more than one link to reach

their destination. In optimising the performance of ring networks, it is crucial to utilise the

available bandwidth as fully as possible.

If the maximum throughput of a network is less than the nominal bandwidth, the spatial

bandwidth is not fully utilised. If the maximum throughput is greater than the nominal

bandwidth, the network is said to reuse the available spatial bandwidth. Instead of every packet

traversing every remaining link around the ring after reaching its destination, other packets can

reuse this remaining bandwidth.
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11

Figure 1-5: Spatial bandwidth

INTRODUCTION

Figure 1-5 shows how the spatial bandwidth of a ring network can be reused. The transmission

of three packets is shown, using the bandwidth that is usually used by a single packet when it

traverses the entire ring.

1.7 Basic Protocols

There are three fundamental ring protoco1s: the token ring, the slotted ring and the buffer

insertion ring. This section reviews these three protoco1s as well as a number of other aspects

that are involved in ring protoco1s.

1.7.1 Packet removal from the ring

Packets can either be removed by the source node after a complete circulation of the ring

(source removal) or by the destination node upon arrival (destination removal). Source removal

offers the advantage of fast and simple flow control but prevents spatial bandwidth reuse.

1.7.2 Token ring

The token ring protocol is by far the most commonly implemented ring protocol. In token ring

networks, a unique bit pattern called the free or idle token is used as a "permission to send." A

node with data packets to send, waits until it receives the token. It then seizes the token and

commences transmission of a connector followed by the data packet. If the token is passed as
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soon as the packet has been transmitted, it is referred to as early token release. The other option

is for the node to retain the token until the packet has completed circulating the entire ring.

1.7.2.1 Servirepoliq

The service policy or discipline refers to tLe number of packets that can be transmitted (served)

each time the token is received.

• Exhaustive service: Packets are transmitted until the queue is empty. This service policy has

the disadvantage that the token may never leave the current node if there are continuous

arrivals ofpackets to the node.

• Gated: All packets present in the queue when the token arrives are transmitted. Any new

packets that arrive while the node holds the token have to wait for the next token arrival

before they can be transmitted.

• I-limited: Only one packet is transmitted for each token arrival. This discipline is also

called ordinary or non-exhaustive service. However, these terms, especially the latter, are

somewhat ambiguous and hence will not be used in this thesis.

• n-limited: A maximum of n packets are transmitted for each token arrival.

1.7.3 Slotted ring

A slotted ring is formatted into a constant number of fixed, length slots that continuously

circulate around the ring. A flag within the slot header is used to indicate whether the slot is

empty or full. Any station on the ring that has a packet to transmit waits until it observes an

empty slot, sets the flag to indicate that the slot is full and places its data into the slot. When the

slot passes the destination node, the packet is read as it passes by and an acknowledgement is

usually inserted into the packet trailer. This ensures fast and effective flow control. The packet

is removed by the source station upon its return and the slot is once again marked as empty. It is

always passed on to the next station (rather than being reused) to prevent hogging of the slot by

a particular node. Since the total number of slots is known during the initialisation operation, the

source station can recognise its transmitted packet by simply counting the number of slots

passing by.

1.7.4 Buffer insertion ring

The buffer insertion ring operates more as a random access protocol than token and slotted

rings. Referring back to figure 1-4, we see that a node in every ring protocol has an in-line shift
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register. For token and slotted ring protocols, this shift register is usually quite small, e.g. two

bytes or symbols. For a buffer insertion ring, however, there is an additional shift register, called

the insertion buffer, in series with the normal one which is large enough to buffer entire packets.

A node is allowed to transmit a packet when the receive transducer detects an idle channel and

the insertion buffer is empty. If a packet arrives at the receive transducer of a node currently

transmitting a data, it is buffered in the insertion buffer until the node has completed its

transmission. If the node is not currently sending data it simply copies the incoming bits directly

to the transmit transducer. A station is not able to send data if the ring is already busy or if its

insertion buffer contains data. If the insertion buffer does contain data, this data must be

transmitted before the node can transmit it~ own packets.

There are two types ofbuffer insertion protocols: static and dynamic. In a static buffer insertion

ring, the insertion buffer is a fixed length and can either be switched in or out of the circuit. In a

dynamic buffer insertion ring, the insertion buffer is variable and its length is dynamically

adjusted ·to the number of bits that have been received since buffering commenced. The

dynamic buffer is thus more efficient.

1.7.5 Variable vs. fixed length packets

Token ring networks are not inherently restricted to any packet length at all. In practice, a

nominal maximum packet length will usually be imposed to prevent the token spending too long

at one node. On the other hand, slots in slotted ring networks are fixed in length. Variable length

packets do not fit exactly into an integral number of slots (unless slots are very small, in which

case there is a high overhead). As a result bandwidth is wasted in the slots that are not entirely

filled. Static buffer insertion rings are similar to slotted rings in that variable length packets

result in wasted bandwidth, however dynamic buffer insertion rings allow variable packet

lengths that are restricted to some maximum value determined by the buffer length.

The analyses in this thesis assume that all packet lengths are fixed. This biases the results in

favour of slotted rings somewhat, because the token passing protocols are unnecessarily

restricted. Fixed packets lengths are not unrealistic, however. A major justification for fixed

packet sizes is the emergence of ATM. It is a network protocol gaining widespread usage. It has

a fixed cell size of 53 bytes, 48 of which contain data. In this thesis, packet sizes are assumed to

be 500 bits. This translates to an ATM cell size plus some additional system overhead.
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1.7.6 Packet overhead

INTRODUCTION

Every packet that is transmitted around the ring has to have a header and trailer. This results in

wasted bandwidth. The overhead increases as packet length decreases. In this thesis, this

overhead is ignored. When we refer to an offered load of 50Mbps, we are referring to the ring

formatted load, i.e. including the overhead.

1.8 Multiple ring networks

A multiple ring network refers to any network that has two or more physical rings to which

nodes are connected. Each node may be connected to any number of these rings. A symmetrical

multiple ring network refers to a network in which each node is connected to every ring and

where each ring has approximately the same ring delay. In such networks, the tokens may either

be synchronous or asynchronous. Synchronous tokens travel together around the ring. The

situation is equivalent to having only one token that is used to grant access to all the rings. The

advantage of such a system arises from t:1e possibility for a node to transmit more than one

packet simultaneously onto different rings or, alternatively, a single packet can be transmitted in

parallel on all the rings simultaneously. Asynchronous tokens, on the other hand, operate

independently of each other. They will generally arrive at different times to a given node, which

reduces the access delay (see below). From this point onwards, all references to multiple token

rings assume that the tokens are asynchronous.

Two different multiple ring topologies are investigated in this thesis. Although symmetrical

multiple ring networks are the most common, the major portion of the research in this thesis is

devoted to a network known as the "Two-Connected Multiple Ring". This aSyn1ffietric network

topology can include many rings, but each node is only connected to two of the rings:

• the main ring - to which all nodes are connected

• a cluster ring - to which only a subset of the nodes are connected

The second topology that is examined is a double ring network where the rings are counter

rotating and destination packet removal i~. employed. Further description of both these will be

deferred until later in the thesis.

1.8.1 Multiple ring protocol issues

Multiple rings introduce a host of new protocol complexities. We will proceed to give two

examples. The most obvious is whether or not nodes are allowed to transmit packets
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simultaneously onto different rings. More complexity in the medium access control (MAC)

entity is required, but higher performance results. The alternative is to immediately pass on any

tokens that arrive at a node that is currently transmitting a packet on another ring.

The second example concerns the gated service policy. This policy is fairly straightforward for a

single ring: all packets that are present in a queue when the token arrives are transmitted during

that visit of the token. What happens in the multiple ring case when a token arrives at a node

that is already being served by another token? There are a number of alternatives, including:

• The new token can create its own "gate", i.e. packets are transmitted until all the packets

that were present on the token's arrival have been served. This option requires keeping track

of what packets are in the queue when each new token arrives.

• The new token could be restricted to the packets that were gated by the fIrst token to arrive.

• The new token could be simply passed on immediately.

• The original token could be passed on, leaving the new token to service the queue according

to the standard gated discipline.

Whatever the chosen protocol, it needs to account for all such issues.

1.8.2 Multiple ring performance

Employing more than one ring in a ring network obviously increases the available bandwidth

and hence the maximum throughput. A con'esponding reduction in packet transfer delays also

results. The performance improvement is not a linear function of the number of rings and is very

dependent on the protocol employed.

The total transfer delay of a packet transmitted via a ring network (and in fact any network), can

be subdivided into four parts:

•

•

•

•

Access delay: This is the time interval from the instant the packet arrives at the source node

until the node gains access to the network.

QueUing delay: This is the time taken to transmit all packets ahead of the packet in the

queue, measured from the instant the source node gains access to the network.

Packet transmission delay: This is the time it takes to physically transmit the packet onto

the ring. It is equal to the packet length (including overhead) when measured in bit times.

Propagation delay: This is the time it takes a bit to physically propagate from the source

node to the destination node. It includes all node latencies along the way (which can be

fairly large in buffer insertion rings). h'data transmission is in the same direction for all the

rings, the mean propagation delay will remain the same as in the single ring case - half the
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ring delay (the time taken for data to circulate around the entire ring). If, however, there are

counter-rotating rings and data is always sent on the ring with the shortest distance to the

destination, the mean propagation delay is reduced to a quarter of the ring delay.

The packet transmission delay remains unaffected by adding multiple rings. This also holds for

the propagation delay, unless there are counter rotating rings. Even in this event, only two rings

are required to receive maximum benefit.

Therefore, only the access and queuing delays can be improved by adding rings. The access

delay is improved for two reasons:

• Increased number of access points: In a multiple ring token ring, for example, the more

rings to which a node is connected, the more tokens will be available. This results in

reduced token interarrival times. Consequently, the access delay is also reduced because it is

equal to the residual token rotation time, i.e. the time interval from a random moment in

time until the next token arrival. The relationship is not a linear function of the number of

tokens, since they tend to coalesce rather than distribute evenly around the rings. In the

slotted ring case, the number of access points is equal to the number of slots passing by,

which is proportional to the number of rings.

• Increased bandwidth: The available bandwidth is proportional to the number of rings. The

traffic on each ring is inversely proportional to the number of rings. The service rate

decreases with increased loading of the ring. Thus, the service time is reduced when more

rings are added, due to the lower traffic on each ring. This leads to a corresponding decrease

in the residual service time, which is equal to the access delay.

The queuing delay is improved solely because of the increased bandwidth and service rate. The

faster packets are served, the quicker the queue is emptied and hence the shorter the queuing

delay.

1.8.3 Robustness ofmultiple rings

Node

Figure 1-6: Recovery from node and link failures
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•

Besides the performance improvements, multiple rings offer the advantage of increased

robustness. If one ring fails, there are other rings to use. If a node or an entire link between two

nodes (i.e. all rings) goes down, the network can still recover by pairing counter-rotating rings

into new larger rings where each node has two connections to the ring, as shown in figure 1-6.

1.9 Cost issues

In any system and especially networks, one wants to obtain the greatest possible performance,

for the lowest possible cost. There are a number of issues that affect the cost of a ring network:

• Channel bit rate: The cost of each adapter increases non-linearly with increases in channel

bit rate. This cost increase affects most components, including the transceivers, medium

access control (MAC) entities, processors, buffer memory and cable type and quality.

• Number of rings: The amount of cabling is approximately directly proportional to the

number of rings.

• Number ofring connections per node: Each ring connection requires a separate transceiver

and MAC entity per node. The cost of these items increases almost linearly with the number

of ring connections.

• Buffer space: The greater the required buffer space, the greater the cost of memory chips.

Buffer requirements are dictated by the acceptable probability of the buffer being full,

which in turn is governed by a number of factors, including average and peak offered load,

packet arrival statistics and the mean and variance of the service rate.

• Processing requirements: The amount and speed of processing required affects the cost of

the processor. Generally, more complex protocols will require more processing.

The last two are becoming less important as the cost of memory and processors continues its

rapid downward trend.

1.10 Traffic patterns

The traffic pattern of a network refers to the distribution of traffic intensity between each pair of

nodes in the network. In this thesis we consider two such patterns:

• Random traffic: This is the most commonly assumed traffic pattern in the performance

evaluation of networks. In a random traffic environment, the mean offered load to all nodes

in the network is equal and packets arriving at a node are destined with equal probability to

all other nodes in the network.

Clustered traffic: Many networks have clustered traffic, i.e. a transmitted packet is destined

with greater probability to nodes in the same cluster as the source node than to the other
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nodes in the network. This is evident in most LAN installations, where users typically

belong to different work groups and members of a work group tend to communicate with

each other more frequently than with members of other work groups. This thesis examines

ring protocols that take advantage of this factor to provide greatly improved performance.

We evaluate the performance of various multiple ring protocols. In each instance, both random

and clustered traffic patterns are considered.

1.11 Determining the performance of ring networks

There is obviously no better way to determine the performance of a network than to get it up

and running and take real world measurements. This is clearly not practical when one is

designing and optimising a protocol, however. The performance needs to be determined by

modelling the network and obtaining results either by analysis or simulation. Both methods are

approximate to some degree. The more accurate the results, the more complex and

computationally expensive both methods become.

In the past, computing systems were far slower and more expensive than today. Analytical

methods were thus a more attractive option than simulations in most cases. AB computers are

becoming faster and cheaper, we have reached the point where simulations are perhaps the

better alternative. They generally allow considerably more accurate results to be obtained

because extra variables can be accommodated. Far fewer assumptions are required, if any at all.

Analytical methods still have an important place, however. They are useful for initial

investigations and for system dimensioning. Furthermore, they often give a deeper insight into

network performance, which can help in optimisation and design. Also, where the network

being examined is extremely large, approximate analyses are often the only possible method to

achieve results within reasonable time periods. In these contexts, it is usually more useful to

have a simple approximate method than an extremely complex and cumbersome exact method.

This approach is taken in this thesis. Simplicity is preferred to accuracy where acceptable.

Simulations are used to provide accurate results and validate the analytical models.

1.12 Thesis overview

This thesis includes six chapters. This first chapter introduced the basic concepts of ring

networks and some of the issues they involve. It described what they are and how they compare

to other network types. Their advantages, as well as limitations, were discussed. The different

basic protocols were outlined. The focus of this thesis is multiple ring networks and hence some
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time was spent looking at the various issues they involve. Other aspects, including wiring,

spatial bandwidth, costs, traffic patterns and performance evaluation, were also discussed.

Chapter two is a literature survey of the existing, relevant work that has been published on the

subject of ring networks. Firstly, we take a look at single ring networks, including the token,

slotted and buffer insertion ring protocols. The two most commonly implemented ring network

protocols are discussed: the IEEE 802.5 standard and FDDI. We outline the history of single

ring network analysis and briefly detail the approximate methods we use later in the thesis. We

then move on to multiple ring networks. Descriptions and approximate analyses are presented

for both the symmetrical multiple token ring and the Two-Connected Multiple Ring - a protocol

that was proposed for use in clustered traffic environments. We also investigate four ring

networks with spatial bandwidth reuse as well as four fairness algorithms.

Chapter three includes the major portion of new work. We investigate the Two-Connected

Multiple Ring more closely and attempt to find a protocol that optimises the performance of the

topology. The initial proposal utilised a I-limited token ring protocol. We consider four

alternative protocols and evaluate their performance via both analysis and computer simulation.

Both random and clustered traffic patterns are considered. Each protocol introduces some

performance improvement over the previous proposal, until a near optimum is reached.

In chapter four, we consider an alternative network that can be used in clustered traffic

environments: a destination removal double ring. By reusing the available spatial bandwidth and

having counter-rotating rings, this network provides significant performance improvements. A

general approximate analysis is presented that can accommodate any traffic pattern. We then

specifically consider the performance of the network under random traffic and clustered traffic,

where nodes in the same cluster are assumed adjacent. We show that the destination removal

double ring outperforms the Two-Connec!.ed Multiple Ring by a wide margin. Furthermore, a

scheme that still allows immediate flow control (a benefit of source removal ring networks) is

proposed and its performance effects are determined.

Chapter five considers methods of obtaining exact analytical results for single and multiple ring

networks. Firstly, we present an exact analysis of a single token ring with a I-limited service

policy and variable packet lengths, based on a two-moment method. We then look at a novel

Markov chain approach that gives exact results for multiple symmetrical token rings with fixed

packet lengths at near zero loads.

Finally, chapter six presents the conclusions drawn in this thesis.
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1.13 Original contributions of this thesis

INTRODUCTION

The original contributions of this thesis are listed below.

• Five new 2-MR protocols are formulated and their performance is investigated, with the aim

of optimising the performance of the 2-MR network for both clustered and random traffic

environments.

• Approximate analyses of all the new 2-MR protocols are presented.

• A simple approximate DRDR slotted ring analysis is presented. The performance

advantages of the DRDR network in clustered traffic environments, where nodes belonging

to the same cluster are spatially close together, are shown.

• An exact analysis of symmetrical multiple unidirectional token ring networks at near zero

loads is performed, using a Markov chain approach.
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LITERATURE SURVEY

There has been an abundance of literature published on the subject of ring networks, the major

portion of which concerns single token ring networks - particularly the analysis thereof. This

chapter summarises the most significant and relevant portions of this body of work. Various

existing and proposed protocols are examined.

We first take a look at single ring networks. Section 2.1 discusses the token ring protocol and

presents the two most commonly implemented ring network protocols: the IEEE 802.5 standard

and FDDI, both of which utilise token passing schemes. Section 2.2 then proceeds to outline the

plethora of token ring analyses that have been performed. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 then discuss

slotted and buffer insertion rings respectively. We also detail the approximate analyses we use

later in the thesis.

We then move on to multiple ring networks. Section 2.5 presents an approximate symmetrical

multiple token ring analysis. Following this, section 2.6 describes the topology and approximate

analysis of the Two-Connected Multiple Ring. In section 2.7, we present four ring networks

with spatial bandwidth reuse and finally, section 2.8 examines four different fairness algorithms.

2.1 Token ring protocols

The token ring is an evolution of the polled bus. Computer systems all have some sort of central

bus through which the various system components communicate and transfer data. Polling is

normally performed by a central controller, usually triggered by an interrupt. The controller

itself polls each node in turn to determine whether it requires access to the bus.

A token passing bus is a polled system where control becomes distributed rather than

centralised. Instead of a central controller performing the polling directly and granting nodes

access in this manner, access is now granted whenever a node receives the token. When the

node has completed transmission, it passes the token to the next node in the polling cycle

according to a polling order table. It is important to note that whenever the token is passed, the
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address of the next recipient must be explicitly gIven, sInce all nodes will receive the

transmission.

The token ring simplifies this situation by creating an inherent polling order. The next node to

be polled is simply the downstream node on the ring. Addresses are not needed when passing

the token since there is only one possible recipient. Furthermore, bandwidth is not wasted as a

result ofpropagation delays as in contention networks (see section 1.2). We now look at the two

most common ring network standards, nanely IEEE 802.5 and FDDI, both of which are token

rings.

2.1.1 IEEE 802.5

The IEEE 802.5 standard specifies a transmission speed of 4Mbps using shielded twisted pair

cabling. A maximum of 250 stations is allowed on the ring with a maximum cable length of

10km. As per usual, variable length packets are allowed. The token is only released when the

packet has returned to the source node. This does not introduce a significant overhead, since a

single packet usually occupies the entire ring. Wiring is normally via a hub.

Consider, as an example, a 50 station network, with a total cable length of 1km. This is

equivalent to a mean distance of 10m from the hub. Each node has a latency of one byte, i.e. 8

bit times. For ease of calculation, we assume the signal propagates at two thirds the speed of

light. The mean token passing time (the mean time the token takes to travel from one node to

the next) is thus 100 nanoseconds, which translates to 0.4 bit times. The ring delay is thus 420

bit times, of which 400 bit times is from node latency. Throughout this thesis we assume packet

lengths of 500bits, which is not particularly large. This packet length is longer than the ring

delay in our example. Hence very little bandwidth will be lost waiting for the packet to return to

its source before the token is passed.

2.1.2 FDDI

The fibre distributed data interface (FDDI) [Burr, 1986], [Ross, 1986] is probably the most

common fibre-optic network standard for LAN's and until recently, site backbones as well. As

has already been mentioned in the introduction, ring networks are very suitable for fibre because

they consist of multiple point to point links and do not inherently waste bandwidth as a result of

propagation delays. These two factors have historically made the token ring protocol the choice

for optical networks rather than Ethemet, which is elsewhere by far the more common.
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FDDI, as with the IEEE 802.5 standard, is based on the token ring protocol. However the

physical implementation is somewhat different. FDDI allows maximum of 500 stations with a

maximum total cable length of 100km. The transmission rate is 100Mbps. Since packets are

normally significantly shorter than the ring delay, early token release is employed. A four out of

five (4B/5B) group coding scheme is used. Each code group is referred to as a symbol.

Figures 2-1 and 2-2 show the FDDI token-frame (or just token) and data-frame respectively. As

can be seen by comparing the two, the token is simply a special type of fixed length frame, i.e.

without address or data. The Starting Delimiter (SD) consists of two uniquely recognisable

symbols. The Frame Control field (FC) also consists of two symbols that contain format and

control bits and indicate the frame type, e.g. token-frame. The minimum node latency in FDDI

is two symbols (ten bit times).

Figure 2-1: FDDI Token-Frame

I SD I FC I DA I SA I D_AT_A__I FCS I ED I FS I
Figure 2-2: FDDI Data-Frame

The DA and SA fields are the destination and source addresses respectively (either 4 or 16

symbols, as specified in the FC field). The DATA field is a variable length field containing the

data packet. Packets are limited to 9000 symbols (4500 bytes). The Frame Check Sequence

(FCS) contains a 32-bit cyclic redundancy check, based on the FC, DA, SA, and DATA fields.

The Ending Delimiter (ED) consists of one (data frames) or two (token frames) non-data

symbols to indicate the end of the frame. The Frame Status (FS) contains the error detected,

address recognised andframe copied indicators, each of which is one symbol long.

FDDI has a timed token scheme which limits the time a node can hold the token and

consequently how many packets can be transmitted. This scheme will be discussed in section

2.8.1.

Consider a 50 station network with a total cable length of 10km. Each node has a latency of 10

bit times. Once again, for ease of calculation, we assume the signal propagates at two thirds the

speed of light. The mean token passing time is thus 1 microsecond, which translates to 100 bit
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times. The ring delay is thus 5500 bit times, of which only 500 bit times are a result of node

latency.

Without early token release and with a i-'acket length of 500 bits and I-limited service, the

maximum throughput would only have been 7Mbps! Even with early token release and a 500 bit

packet length, the maximum throughput is limited to 66Mbps for a I-limited service policy and

80Mbps for a gated policy (remember that due to the 4B/5B group coding, there is a 20%

overhead). Comparing this example to the one given for the IEEE 802.5 standard, we see an

important trend that is occurring. The ratio of data transmission time to propagation delay is

decreasing. This is an important factor to consider when attempting to improve network

performance.

2.2 Token ring analyses

We now move on to an examination of the literature on token ring analyses. There has been an

abundance of work on the subject. Both approximate and exact analyses have been performed

for the various service disciplines and with varying simplifying assumptions. As we shall see,

there is a trade-off between accuracy and cJmplexity.

2.2.1 The M/G/1 queuing system

Queuing theory is a branch of mathematics that deals with any system which can be modelled in

some way as customers that have to be serviced by a server. These customers wait for service in

a queue. This is exactly what we have in computer networks. In our case, the customers are data

packets and the server is the network. If packets arriving at a node are buffered in memory (in a

queue) whilst waiting to be transmitted, there are at least as many queues present as there are

nodes in the network. Furthermore, it may require more than one server to accurately model the

network.

The Kendall notation [Schwartz, 1987] is used to describe a queuing system. It is given in the

form A/B/C, where A represents the arrival process, B represents the service process and C is the

number of servers. Each item is given in an abbreviated form. The arrival and service processes

refer to the statistical distributions of the customer and server interarrival times. Some examples

of such processes include:

M: The M is short for Markov. The interarrival times have a negative exponential

distribution and the number of arrivals per unit time is Poisson. The memoryless nature
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of this process simplifies the analysis of the queuing system. It is the most commonly

assumed arrival process in the performance evaluation of data networks.

D: The D is short for deterministic. A deterministic process usually refers to one with

constant interarrival times, but the term is applicable to any process where the

interarrival times are generated from a deterministic function rather than a statistical

distribution.

G: The G is short for general. In this case, the interarrival times have an arbitrary statistical

distribution.

There are a variety of other statistical dis,ributions that can be used, but they are beyond the

scope of this thesis. The simplest queuing system is the MlM/1 system, which has Poisson

packet arrivals, exponential server interarrival times and a single server.

It is difficult to accurately model the packet arrival process of a data network because it is

application dependent. As a result, a Poisson (Markov) arrival process is normally assumed. It

has shortcomings, however. It ignores the usually bursty nature of data traffic and assumes

packets are independent of each other. Nevertheless, it is simple and it does provide a fairly

good indication of the network performance. Consequently, we assume that the packet arrival

process is Poisson throughout this thesis. The service process, on the other hand, is dependent

upon the nature of the network and a more complicated model is required.

The M/G/I queuing system is defined as one that has Poisson (Markov) customer arrivals,

general service statistics and a single server. This type of system has been fully analysed in

works such as [Kleinrock, 1975a] and [Gross and Harris, 1985]. It is considered standard

queuing theory.

The label M/G/1 is appropriate for token ring networks with Poisson arrivals. However,

standard queuing theory results cannot be directly applied because the derivation of the results

assumes that the service statistics are independent from other statistics, including queue lengths.

This is not the case with any polled system. Long polling cycles, i.e. the time between

successive polls of a station, and long queue lengths tend to occur together. The one tends to

lead to the other.

The general M/G/1 model consists of a single queue with a Poisson arrival rate A, being served

by a single server with a service time generating function of b(x), which is an independent

variable. Kleinrock's analysis considers the imbedded Markov chain at packet departure

instants. The variable qn describes the queue length immediately after the nth packet has

departed. It is described by the following equation
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where
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(2.1)

(2.2)

and Vn is the number of customers that arrive between departure instants nand n + 1. Up to this

point, the equations still hold true for each queue in a token ringnetwork. Kleinrock's next step,

however, assumes that Vnis independent of qn., when he takes the following z-transforms.

(2.3)

This step clearly does not hold for the token ring case, since the time between packet departures

is dependent on the length of the packets that are departing. Consequently, the number of

arrivals (vn) between departures is not an independent variable. This correlation has to be taken

into account if exact results are desired. Therefore, polled systems are a great deal more

complicated to analyse.

2.2.2 Polling systems and cyclic servers

The polled system has been around for a while and initially had nothing to do with data

networks. The standard version of the initial problem is as follows. A machine. repairman is

responsible for maintaining the operation of the machines in a factory. He repeatedly checks

each of the machines in turn. When he comes across a machine that is not working, he fixes it.

He then continues on to the next machine. There is obviously a walk time between successive

machines.

In queuing theory language, what we have here is a system ofN queues (machines) each with a

capacity of one customer (machine failure). There is a single server that cycles through the

queues, serving each one in turn. This is referred to as a cyclic server. There is a switchover

time (walk time) between each of the queues. The service time is equivalent to the length of

time required to fix a machine.

A general polling system consists of N queues of capacity K i, where K i is often infinite.

Customer service times have some known general distribution. Solutions date back to [Mack et

ai, 1957] and [Mack, 1957] which consider fixed and variable service times respectively.
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2.2.3 Infinite capacity systems
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An infinite capacity system refers to an idealised system where the queue lengths are infinite in

length. Carsten et al [1977] derived exact results for asymmetric token ring systems with

exhaustive service. Their approach was based on the queue occupancies at the server visit times.

The solution was complex and required solving N2 equations with N3 intermediate results.

Ferguson and Aminetzah [1985], derived a simpler solution requiring the solution of N3

equations for both exhaustive and gated service. Their work was based on earlier efforts by

Aminetzah [1975] and Humb1et [1978] which introduced the key idea of defining terminal

service times for each node. Baker and Rubin [1987] extended the results of Ferguson and

Aminetzah [1985] to polling systems with general-service order tables.

Many approximate analyses have also been performed, including [Bux and Truong, 1983],

[Sethi and Saydam, 1985] and [Coffman and Gilbert, 1986]. [Takagi, 1986] provides an

excellent review of the work in this field. Takagi derives exact delay expressions for exhaustive,

gated and I-limited service in his book.

2.2.4 Finite capacity systems·

In real world systems, queues are limited to some finite capacity K i. A number of analyses have

been performed for single customer (Ki = 1) systems, notably [Takagi, 1985] and [Takine et ai,

1988]. [Robillard, 1974] studied the case of Ki = 2. Besides this single exception, up until1990,

the finite capacity system with 1 :$ Ki < C() had only been solved approximately, in such works

as [Ganz and Ch1amtac, 1988] and [Tran-Gian and Raith, 1988].

The and Trivedi [1990] applied a technique called stochastic Petri nets that can numerically

handle exponentially distributed service and switchover times. Based on this work, Takagi

[1991] derived the exact distribution of waiting time for finite capacity systems with general

service and switchover distributions. The result requires the solution of N3 simultaneous linear

equations. Jung and Un [1994] made the comment that the approach taken in [Takagi, 1991] "is

too complicated for numerical computation." They performed an exact analysis of an exhaustive

service system, using a virtual buffer techn.que, which provides simpler results.
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2.2.5 Approximate token ring analysis
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There has been a fairly continuous succession of approximate methods given in the literature.

[Blanc, 1992] and [Karvelas and Leon-Garcia, 1993] are examples of fairly recent techniques.

However, most of the approximate analyses presented in this thesis are based on the same basic

procedure, originally used by Sethi and Saydam [1985] in their single token ring analysis. A

general outline of this procedure, which is actually based on standard queuing theory, is first

presented to eliminate redundancy in later sections. This is then followed by brief synopses of

the single ring analysis performed in [Sethi and Saydam, 1985], as given by Bhuyan et al

[1989].

2.2.5.1 Outline ofmetlxx1

A data transmission network consists of a group of interconnected nodes, sequentially numbered

from I to m. Its purpose is to transfer data packets from one node to another across a physical

medium. Data packets are generated by a user at the source node. Since network access is

generally not instantaneous, it is necessary to buffer arriving packets in a queue at the source

node whilst they wait to be transmitted. When a packet is transmitted, it experiences a

propagation delay across the physical medium. The packet can only be considered to be

received when the last data bit has arrived at the destination node. There will thus be a further

delay that is proportional to the length of the packet.

Consequently, a general expression for the transfer delay of packets originating from the ith

node is given by,

(2.4)

where W; is the mean time packets spend in the queue (mean queue waiting time or queuing

-
delay), x is the mean packet length (which is assumed to be a fixed length) and Y

i
is the mean

propagation delay of packets from the source node to the destination node. Expressions for W;

and Yi are thus required.

Figure 2-3 shows the delay faced by a packet when it arrives at an infinite queue with a server

interarrival time of t . First, it has to wait for the packet at the head of the queue to be served.

This time interval is equal to the residual server interarrival time tR • It then has to wait for all
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other packets ahead of it to be served. Finlilly, the packet itself is served after a further interval

of t. Hence an ith node packet has to wait a total time of

(2.5)

Packet
Arrival

Transmission of Q; packets
ahead in ith intracluster queue

w;

Packet
Transmission

Little's theorem states

Figure 2-3: Delay faced by an arriving packet

(2.6)

Assuming that Q; and t are independent and applying Little's result leads to the standard

queuing theory formula

w. = t R
I -

l-Xt
I

(2.7)

We know from renewal theory (e.g. [Kleinrock, 1975a]) that the residual life of the random

variable t is given by

which can also be written as

(

2 J-- (J" t
t = 1+-1 -

R -2 2
. t

(2.8)

(2.9)

In general, there is no exact explicit formula that can be obtained for the service statistics of the

queue. The approach taken in [Sethi and Saydam, 1985] was to approximate t as a function of

the node utilisation

t = f(p)
where the utilisation is defined as follows

-
P=AJ

2-9
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Then the only remaining variable to be solved is the mean packet propagation delay. For ith

node packets, the mean propagation delay is given by·

m

Yj = IYijpij
j:1

(2.12)

(2.13)

where Yij is the mean propagation delay from node i to node j and Pij is the probability that a

packet that originates from node i is destined for node j. If the destination node is uniformly

random, this expression simplifies to

m

IYij
- j:1
Yj=-

m

For a ring network where the nodes are spaced evenly around the ring, this further simplifies to

R
Y=

2
(2.14)

where R is the ring delay (ring walk time), which is the time it takes a bit to physically

propagate around the entire ring. It consists of time it takes to physically traverse each link as

well as the node latency of each node on the ring.

2.2.5.2 i-limited token ring analysis

The single token ring analysis gIVen m [Bhuyan et aI, 1989] assumes a I-limited service

discipline and symmetrical load, i.e. the packet arrival rates to the various nodes in the network

are equal. We consider an m node network, with a packet arrival rate to each node of Aj,

governed by an independent Poisson process. Packets are assumed to have a fixed length x and

R is the ring delay, including node latencies. Any overhead associated with the transmission of

connectors can be assumed to be included in the packet headers.

The server interarrival time for token ring networks is equal to the token rotation time. A

general expression for the token rotation time is

T =Y;y; + R (2.15)

where Y is the total number of packets transmitted during the token rotation. For I-limited

service, the probability that a node has a packet to transmit is equal to the utilisation of that

node. Hence, the number of packets transmitted during a token rotation can be approximated by

the binomial expression

(2.16)

which has a mean of mp and a variance of mp(l-p). By definition, we know that
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Taking the expectations of (2.15) and substituting, we obtain

R
T=---

1- mAix

Furthermore, the variance of T is given by

LITERATURE SURVEY

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

By substituting (2.18) and (2.19) into (2.9) (with t = 1) we can obtain TR ' which allows us to

determine the mean packet queuing and transfer delays.

Although not pointed out in [Bhuyan et aI, 1989], it is clear from equation (2.16) that Y is

limited to a maximum value of m. Consequently, the token rotation time is also limited to a

maximum value, as follows.

T
rrnlX

=mx+R (2.20)

This occurs when every node transmits a packet during the token rotation. When the network

load becomes high enough, every node will always have a packet to transmit. The token rotation

time is constantly Tmax and the mean queuing and transfer delays become infmite for every node.
.~. _. .

This situation arises whenever the ring utilisation is greater than or equal to one. Notice that we

have used the term ring utilisation, rather than node utilisation. The ring utilisation is equal to

the ratio of the total offered load to the maximum useable bandwidth, as given by

(2.21)

If the offered load to each node in the network is equal, the utilisation of each node will be

. equal to the ring utilisation. If, however, the offered load to each node is different, some nodes

will have a higher utilisation than others will. Consequently, the node with the highest

utilisation will be the fIrst to become congested, i.e. the packet arrival rate will become higher

than the service rate and the mean queuing delay will become infmite. However, the ring will

not yet be fully utilised, i.e. it will not be transporting as many packets per unit time as it is able

to. It would be able to accommodate a greater offered load if it was not restricted by the 1

limited service policy.

Graph 2-1 compares results obtained from the above approximate analysis to simulation results.

The network parameters assumed include 30 nodes, a 500 bit packet length and a ring delay of

3000 bit times. If this analysis is compared to the exact analysis presented in section 5.1, it is
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clear that it is a great deal simpler. Given that it is sufficiently accurate for most purposes, it is

generally a far more attractive alternative.
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Graph 2-1: Comparison of approximate I-limited token ring analytical results to

simulation results (m =30, x =500, R =3000)

2.2.5.3 Gated token ring analysis

Although we have not come across an instance in the literature, a similar analysis to the analysis

in [Sethi and Saydam, 1974] and [Bhuyan et ai, 1989], as described above, can also be

performed for a token ring with a gated service policy. We now proceed to perform such an

analysis. We again have an m node network with a Poisson packet arrival rate to the ith node of

Ai. The ring delay is R and the packet length is fixed at x.

A B

I
I

Xi ---------------1--------- r----<
I _

l2i --------===~packel
I

: arrival
I..

T

Qx

Figure 2-4: Queue length vs. time for gated token ring
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Figure 2-4 shows the queue length vs. time for a node in the network. A and B represent

successive token arrival instants. According to the gated service policy, every time the token

arrives, all the packets currently in the queue are served. From this point onward, we no longer

considered them to be in the queue. Any packets that arrive during service are only served at the

next token arrival. As a result, time can be segmented into periods beginning with token arrival

A and ending with B. During this time the queue length increases from a value of zero to some

maximum value we will call Xi.

Now an arriving packet will find a number of packets in the queue. The expected number of

these packets is equal to the mean queue length Qi ' since this is in fact the definition of the

mean (or expected) queue length. Furthermore, the time period from the last token arrival to the

packet arrival instant is, on average, equal to the mean residual token rotation time TR •

Applying Little's Theorem to this time period we arrive at the equation,

(2.22)

The describing equation for the queue waiting time of a gated service system differs from that

of a I-limited service system in that service time of each of the packets ahead of the tagged

packet in the queue is simply equal to the packet length rather than an entire token rotation time,

as follows

W=TR +Qix

Taking expectations ofboth sides gives

(2.23)

(2.24)

which, unlike the I-limited analysis, is not an approximation. Using equation (2.22), equation

(2.24) can be simplified to

(2.25)

As we have previously seen in equation (2.8),

(2.26)

Hence, we only need to find the statistics of the token rotation time. It is at this point that we

make our first and only assumption. We assume that the last token rotation time was equal to

the average token rotation time. Since the packet arrival process is Poisson, the probability

density function for the total number of packets transmitted during the token rotation time

ending at A is given by

(2.27)
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which has a mean and variance of AT , where A is the total packet arrival rate to the entire

network, given by

(2.28)

The token rotation time is dependent on the total number of packets transmitted during the

rotation plus the ring walk time, as given by

T=Yx+R (2.29)

Taking expectations leads to

T=Yx+R (2.30)

Substituting for Y and solving gives

(2.31 )T= R
1- ATX

Notice that this is exactly the same formula as for the I-limited protocol. In the gated case,

however, the token rotation time is not restricted to a maximum value. It tends towards infmity

as the offered load tends towards the nominal bandwidth of the ring. To find T 2 we square

(2.29) and take the expectations ofboth sides, as follows

(2.32)
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Graph 2-2: Comparison of approximate gated token ring analytical results to

simulation results (m == 30, x == 500, R == 3000)

Since the variance equals the mean for a Poisson distribution, y2 can be found using the simple

formula
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-2 -2 2
Y =Y +o"y

Finally, substituting for Y we get

T2 = (A? 1'2 + AT~2 + 2ATxR +R2

LITERATURE SURVEY

(2.33)

(2.34)

We now consider a 30 node network. with a ring delay of 3000 bit times and a 500 bit packet

length. The bit rate is 100Mbps. Graph 2-2 clearly shows that the analysis is accurate, due to its

close approximation to the simulation results. It is only at high loads that there is a noticeable

deviation, but its magnitude is more than acceptable for most purposes.

2.3 Slotted ring

Perhaps the most famous implementation of a slotted ring network is the Cambridge digital

communications network [Wilkes and Wheeler, 1979], which was later renamed the Cambridge

fast ring [Hopper and Needham, 1988]. The slotted ring protocol is far less common than the

token ring protocol, but has significant advantages over its counterpart. Because there is

normally more than one slot circulating atound the ring, multiple access points are provided.

This leads to lower access delays at low loads because nodes do not have to wait as long for

medium access. In a token ring network, nodes have to wait half the ring on average to gain

access. In slotted rings on the other hand, nodes have to wait only half a slot length. The access

delay is reduced by a factor equal to the number of slots, if the ring delay is the same.

An S slot slotted ring is actually equivalent to an S ring multiple token ring with the following

parameters:

• the channel bit rate a factor ofS less than the slotted ring

• the ring delays of all the token rings are equal to the ring delay of the slotted ring when

measured in seconds (in bit times they are reduced by a factor ofS)

• the token ring packet lengths are equal to the slot length (in bits)

• during network initialisation, the tokens are staggered uniformly around the ring, i.e. a

packet length apart

Therefore, although the slotted protocol is Cl multiple access protocol, it is not random access. It

is actually a polled system. Furthermore, it has been stated on numerous occasions in the

literature, that an exact analysis of a multiple token ring is intractable. It thus stands to reason

the same holds for the slotted ring, which has indeed also been reported.
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The slotted ring protocol is described in [Bux, 1981], [Hammond and O'Reilly, 1986] and

[Kamal and Hamacher, 1990]. Simple approximate analyses have been performed by both

Loucks et al [1985] and Bhuyan et al [1989]. More accurate models have been presented in

[Kama1 and Hamacher, 1989], [King and Mitrani, 1987], [Van Arem and Van Doom, 1990] and

[Zafirovic-Vukotic et aI, 1988]. We will proceed with a brief illustration of the approximate

analysis by Bhuyan et al [1989].

2.3.1 Approximate slotted ring analysis

Let m be the total number of stations in the network. It is assumed that all m stations are

independent of each other and all stations contribute equally to the network traffic. The arrival

rate of packets to each station is according to a Poisson process with a mean of A.i. Buffer

lengths are assumed to be infinite. The analysis is once again based on that given in section

2.1.5.1. Thus all we need to derive are the server interarrival statistics, namely t and tR .

At this juncture, we introduce a second ring utilisation measure that is of crucial importance.

This definition of the ring utilisation differs slightly from the first definition given in section

2.1.5.2, in which it was defined as the ratio of the offered load to the maximum useable

bandwidth. To differentiate between the two in further slotted ring analyses, we shall refer to

this value as the actual ring utilisation. The new measure, on the other hand, is the ratio of the

offered load to the nominal bandwidth, which we shall refer to as the nominal ring utilisation.

We have never come across both of them in the same analysis in past literature. Therefore, there

has never been a differentiation between the two. Nevertheless, the symbols are different and

we will thus continue to use them as they have been defined. The nominal ring utilisation U is

defined by

U =lim{C/t)
1--*00

(2.35)

where C is the total number of ring formatted bits transmitted from all stations during time

period t. lfthe packet/slot length is x, then the ring utilisation can be expressed as

(2.36)

The probability that a passing slot is full is equal to the ring utilisation. We assume that this is a

memoryless process. Hence, the probability that a node has to wait for i slots to pass by before it

obtains an empty one, is given by the geometric distribution

The mean waiting time to obtain an empty slot, measured from a slot boundary, is thus given by
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which results in

a>

d =LixUi(l-U)
i=O
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(2.37)

(2.38)
- xU
d=-

l-U

Now consider an empty slot arriving at a node that has packets queued. This slot will be filled in

a time interval x. The node then has to wait for another empty slot before it can transmit another

packet. Thus,. the mean server interarrival time is given by
-
t=x+d (2.39)

To determine the mean residual server interarrival time, consider a packet arriving at a node.

There will be a slot passing by as it arrives. Since the slot length is constant, the mean time for

this slot to completely pass by and a new slot to arrive, is half the slot length. Thereafter, the

additional time before an empty slot arrives and the packet at the head of the queue is served, is

given by d . Thus, the mean residual server interarrival time is given by

tR =t x + d

The mean queuing and packet transfer delays can then be calculated as in section 2.1.5.1.

(2.40)

As in the I-limited token ring case, the mean slot waiting time is also limited to a maximum

value. When a slot is used by a transmitting node, it circulates around the ring, past its

destination and back to its source. It is then passed on to the neighbouring downstream node on

the ring. If the slot is used by every successive node around the ring, it will eventually be

available to the original transmitting node after a time interval given by (m + l)R. Dividing this

value by the number of slots on the ring, we obtain the maximum mean slot interarrival time, as

follows

(2.41)

This situation arises whenever the actual ring utilisation is greater than or equal to one. The

actual ring utilisation is given by

(2.42)

Graph 2-3 compares results obtained from the above approximate analysis to simulation results

for a six slot ring. The network parameters assumed, include 30 nodes, a 500 bit packet length

and a ring delay of 3000 bit times. The analysis is accurate for low loads and correctly predicts

the maximum throughput, but it is inaccurate around the "corner" of the curve. It is somewhat

unfortunate that the analysis errs on the low side. Generally, one would prefer to obtain
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overestimated delays for network design purposes. Nevertheless, the simplicity of the analysis

and its similarity with the approximate token ring analysis have resulted in it being chosen for

use in this thesis.
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Graph 2-3: Comparison of approximate slotted ring analytical results to simulation

results (m =30, x =500, R =3000,6 slots)

2.4 Buffer insertion ring

Buffer insertion rings [Reames and Liu, 1976], like slotted rings, have a multiple access

protocol. Whereas slotted rings have S access points, where S is the number of slots on the ring,

buffer insertion rings have m access points, where m is the number of nodes. As a result, buffer

insertion rings have the nice feature of zero access delay at low loads. However, this comes at

the expense of large transmission delays at high load. When the load is high, most of the nodes

will have their registers inserted and the ring delay will thus be increased. This overhead

becomes less severe as the channel bit rate is increased because the ratio of packet length, and

hence the delay added by each buffer, to the propagation delay around the ring, reduces

substantially. Destination packet removal is usually employed in buffer insertion rings, which

allows spatial bandwidth reuse. The downside of this is that a fairness algorithm is required to

ensure that all nodes are treated equally.

Examples of buffer insertion ring implementations are SILK [Hubber et ai, 1983] and Orwell

[Falconer and Adams, 1985]. Approximate analyses have been performed in [Bux and Schlatter,

1983] and [Bhuyan et ai, 1989].
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2.5 Symmetrical multiple ring analysis
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Bhuyan et al [1989] presented a unifonn method of analysing single and multiple ring networks

based on token, slotted and buffer insertion protocols. All the methods are based on the single

token ring analysis presented in section 2.2. Their analysis of a symmetric multiple token ring

network with a I-limited service discipline, in which all the rings transmit in the same direction,

is quite accurate. We proceed to outline results from the analysis that will be used in later

sections.

We consider a network with m nodes, each of which has connections to all of the B rings. The B

tokens in the B rings are independent and operate asynchronously. Once again, the packet

arrival rate to each of the nodes is Ai, the ring delay of each of the rings is R and the packet

length is x (fIxed).

The key aspect of the analysis lies in fInding the token interarrival statistics. We assume that a

particular station has just received a token and proceed to calculate the probability distribution

of the time interval before the next token arrives. There are obviously B-1 tokens that could

possibly be received next. We arbitrarily label these tokens 1 to i. The token interarrival time is

thus given by

T =min(TRlVl' TRlV2 ,. .. , TRw(B-I)) (2.43)

where TRlVi is the residual life of the ith token rotation time. As before, the token rotation time

(walk time) of each individual token is given by

(2.44)

To fInd the distribution function of T, we assume that each TRlVi is an independent and

identically distributed random variable. Furthennore, it is assumed that the B-1 tokens are

unifonnly distributed around the m-I stations. Bhuyan et al [1989] point out that this is a

major assumption, but it simplifIes an otherwise intractable analysis. The tokens tend to

coalesce rather than being unifonnly distributed around the rings. This phenomenon will be

discussed in depth in chapter fIve. As a result of the assumptions, we get

P(TRi ~ t) = t (2.45)
mpx+R

for 0 ~ t ~ mpx + R . Combining this result with equation (2.41), the probability distribution

for T can be calculated to be
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P(T ~ t) = 1-(1- t J
8

-

1

mpx+R

which has a mean of

T=_m..:..p_!X_+_R_
B

Furthermore, the mean residual life of T is given by

LITERATURE SURVEY

(2.46)

(2.47)

T = mpx+R =~T (2.48)
R B+1 B+1

The version of this last expression applicable to a double ring network crops up regularly in the

remainder of this thesis, namely TR =t T .

2.6 Two-Connected Multip le Ring

The Two-Connected Multiple Ring (2-MR) network was proposed by Lye et al [1995] in an

effort to optimise network performance under clustered traffic. It only requires two ring

connections per node and hence the ring interface is no more expensive than for a double ring.

Under clustered traffic it offers significant performance advantages. However, this comes at the

expense ofpoorer performance under random traffic.

This section describes the 2-MR network and details the analysis present in [Lye et ai, 1995].

Results are verified by computer simulation and compared to the performance of a double ring

network.

2.6.1 Topology

Figure 2-5 shows a general 2-MR topology. The ordering of nodes is for illustrative

convenience only. C physical clusters are f,hown with M nodes in each cluster i (i = 1,2, .... C)

and a total of m nodes in the network. Eat:h node has two transceivers that connect it to two

physical rings. The main ring connects the node to all other nodes in the network. The cluster

ring, ring i, connects the node to the other nodes in the ith cluster.

Each ith cluster node has two queues: a queue for intercluster traffic and a queue for intracluster

traffic. Both queues are assumed to be of infinite length. The intercluster queue buffers traffic

destined for nodes outside of the ith cluster and is connected only to the main ring. The

intracluster queue buffers traffic destined for other nodes in the ith cluster and is connected to
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both the main and cluster rings. Priority is given to the packet at the head of the intracluster

queue over that in the intercluster queue when access to the main ring is obtained.

Figure 2-5: Network topology of two-connected multiple-ring network

Ni = Number of nodes in cluster i

C= Number of clusters

2.6.2 Analysis

Lye et al [1995] adapted the single token ring analysis in [Sethi and Saydam, 1985] to the 2-MR

network. They introduced a technique to "detach" the rings from each other so that each one

could be analysed separately. An expression was also found to accommodate the effect of main

ring access contention on intercluster packets. They derived an expression for the mean packet

transfer delays of the intracluster packets of each cluster, as well as the intercluster packets of

the entire network. The overall average packet transfer delay was also found. We now proceed

to outline their analysis.

A model of an ith cluster node is shown in figure 2-6. As has already been stated, there are two

separate queues of infinite length: the intracluster queue and the intercluster queue. Each queue
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has packets arriving according to a Poisson process. The packet arrival rates for all the nodes in

each cluster are assumed to be equal. The total arrival rate of intracluster packets to cluster i

nodes is Ai. Hence the arrival rate to the intracluster queue of an ith cluster node is A/Ni. The

total arrival rate of intercluster packets to all the nodes in the network is Ao• Furthennore, the

arrival rate of intercluster packets to the ith cluster is Aoi and hence the arrival rate to the

intercluster queue of an ith cluster node is Ao/Ni.

Intracluster
queue

Priority

Intercluster
queue

,.
'" ,.

'"/ " / "I \ I \
I Cluster \ I Main \
\ Ring I \ Ring I
\ / \ /

" / " /' ...... --/ ,----/

Figure 2-6: Node model for I-limited 2-MR with intracluster traffic priority

a. N
A

; (l-a.)~ AN";
I i r Ni i

Priority

Main
Ring

..,
/

I
I
\
\ " /........ ----/

.., '"
/ "I \

I Cluster \
\ Ring I
\ /" /'--_/

Figure 2-7: Intrac1uster traffic breakdown

Packets from the intrac1uster queue can be transmitted on either of the two rings, depending on

which token arrives first. Lye et al [1995] made the assumption that a fixed, time-invariant

portion of the intracluster packets is transmitted onto each of the rings. They effectively split the
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intracluster queue into two separate queues, with packets arriving to each queue according to

separate independent Poisson arrival processes. This is shown in figure 2-7.

The variable ai is defined as the proportion of ith cluster intracluster packets that are transmitted

on the ith cluster ring. Hence the proportion of ith cluster intracluster packets that are

transmitted on the main ring, will be (1 - ai)' For a given load, ai is a constant time-invariant

value. At this stage, we have no expression for obtaining ai, but we are now able to express the

total packet arrival rate to each ring in terms of ai. This then allows us to determine the token

rotation time of each ring, which accomplishes a major part of the analysis.

We have already seen in equation (2.18) that the mean token rotation time is given by the

general formula

T= R
I-A. xT

(2.49)

where R is the ring delay, AT is the total packet arrival rate to the ring and x is the packet length.

In this case we have two rings to consider (main and cluster) each with their own R's, Ar's and

x's. The walk time of the main ring is R m, whereas each cluster ring has a walk time of Rei' The

total packet arrival rate to the main ring is given by

c
A.m = L (1- a;)A.i + A.o

i=1

(2.50)

The total packet arrival rate to the ith cluster ring is aiAi. All packets have a fixed length of x.

According to equations (2.18) and (2.20), the mean token rotation times for the main (T
m

) and

cluster (Tei ) rings are thus given by,

rPm < 1 :

rPi < 1 :

T = Rm

m I-A. X
m

T. =N.x+R.Cl , Cl

(2.51)

(2.52)

(2.53)

(2.54)

where tPm and tPi are the utilisations of the main and ith cluster rings respectively and, according

to equation (2.21), are given by

(2.55)
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do. =a .x(x+ Rei J
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(2.56)

When the utilisations reach a value of one, the ring has become saturated, i.e. the load has

reached the maximum useable throughput. At this point, the queuing delays will increase

without bound. Every node on the ring always has a packet to transmit for each token arrival.

Since the service discipline is I-limited, the token rotation times are limited to the expressions

given in (2.53) and (2.54). Both tPm and tPj are dependent upon aj and hence cannot be

calculated independently of the other equations.

The intrac1uster queue receives tokens from both the cluster ring and the main ring. We need to

combine the token rotation statistics for the main and cluster rings to obtain the mean server

interarrival statistics for the intracluster queue. The combined arrival rate of tokens to the

intracluster queue from both the main and cluster rings is equal to the sum of the rates at which

tokens arrive on each separate ring. The mean token rotation times of the main and cluster rings

can thus be combined to give an effective mean token interarrival time to the intracluster queue

as follows

(2.57)

We still need to derive an expression for aj. Lye et al [1995] assumed that the number ofpackets

transmitted by a node onto each ring is proportional to the token arrival rates from each ring.

Therefore, aj is equal to the ratio of the cluster ring token arrival rate to the total token arrival

rate from both rings, as follows

(2.58)

Packet
Arrival

Transmission of Qj packets
ahead in ith intracluster queue

w;

Packet
Departure'

Figure 2-8: Waiting time as seen by intracluster packets
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Once this has been found and referring to figure 2-8, we are able to obtain the mean queue

waiting time for intracluster packets from equation (2.7), as follows

w = TRei

I l-~T.
Ni el

(2.59)

We approximate T
Rei

= tT
ei ' according to equation (2.48). Finally, we get the mean packet

transfer delays

(2.60)

Note that the mean propagation delay is different for intracluster and interc1uster packets.

Equation (2.60) takes this into account by weighting the contributions of each packet type

according to the number ofpackets transmitted on each ring.

We now consider the delay performance of interc1uster packets. Since intrac1uster packets have

transmission priority over interc1uster packets, an arriving interc1uster packet must wait until the

intrac1uster queue is empty before it can be transmitted. When an interc1uster packet arrives, the

intrac1uster and interc1uster queues have mean lengths of Qjj and Qai respectively.

~ ~ ~
-+lr--+-:----+-l----t-H----t-H----t-+---

I

Packet
Arrival

"I Transmission of
TRm packets ahead in ith

intracluster queue
when packet arrives

Transmission of
packets ahead in ith
intercluster queue
when packet arrives

Transmission of
packets which arrive in
ith intracluster queue
while packet is in the
intercluster queue

Packet
Departure

Figure 2-9: Waiting time as seen by intercluster packets

Referring to figure 2-9, we can see that the total waiting time can be broken into three

components. Firstly, the packet has to wait for all the packets present in the intracluster queue

when it arrives to be transmitted. Secondly, it has to wait for all the packets ahead of it in the

interc1uster queue to be transmitted. Thirdly, it has to wait for all the intracluster packets that

arrive while the packets ahead of it in the intercluster queue are being transmitted. This leads to

the following expression for the queuing delay of intercluster packets originating from the ith

cluster.

(2.61)
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Applying Little's Theorem and rearranging leads to
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(2.62)

We approximate TRm = tTm ,according to (2.48). We now need to combine the mean queuing

delays of the intercluster packets in each of the clusters into a single average. The number of

intercluster packets transmitted by each cluster is proportional to the intercluster packet arrival

rate to each cluster. Hence, the mean intercluster packet transfer delay is given by

(2.63)

where the sum is weighted by the proportion of main ring traffic contributed by each cluster.

The mean intercluster packet transfer delay is then given by

Do =Wo +x+tRm

Finally, the overall packet transfer delay of the entire network is given by

- C (.i'-J A-Dave = I --!...Di +_0 Do
i=l ..l A

(2.64)

(2.65)

where the mean packet transfer delay for each cluster (as well as for intercluster packets) is

weighted by the proportion of packets transmitted by that cluster.

In general, it is not possible to obtain explicit algebraic solutions for the above analysis. In order

to obtain actual numerical solutions, it is necessary to numerically solve the set of simultaneous

equations given in equations (2.50) to (2.56) and (2.58). Lye et al [1995] used the Extended

Newton-Raphson method. Since it is used extensively in this thesis, it will be briefly outlined

before proceeding.

Given a set of equations fi (Zl' Z2 ... , ZN) = 0 we fmd all

(2.66)

and then solve the matrix equation

fz: fz~ fL & - f
1
(ZI' Z2""ZN)I,n

fz~ fz~ fz~ &2,n - f 2(ZI' Z2,,,,ZN)
=

fz~ fz7 fz~ & - f
N

(ZI' Z2,,,,ZN)N,n

The equations can then be solved iteratively by applying the formula

Zi,n+l = zi,n + &i,n
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Returning to the I-limited 2-MR. network with intercluster traffic priority to the main ring, we

can reduce our set of equations when tPm < 1 and tPi < 1 to the following C equations:

C
i 2 L 1f =A.a. +B.a.+C.a. a.IL).+D

I I I 1 I I )

j=)
l~i

where

A. =A..x(R -R.)
I I m Cl

Bi = -[Rci (l- Ax)+ Rm(1- A.ix)]

D=Rm

and we are using Zj = ai. The partial derivatives are then given by

(2.69)

(2.70)

(2.71)

(2.72)

(2.73)

for i = j

for i *- j

(2.74)

Solutions for all the other combinations of tPm and tPi can also be found [Lye et aI, 1995]. They

are somewhat simpler and will not be reproduced here.

2.6.3 Results

Lye et al [1995] examined the performance of the 2-MR. network under both random and

clustered traffic. They used the following network parameters

• total number of nodes in network, m =30

• number of nodes in clusters 1 and 2, NI =N2 = 10

• number ofnodes in clusters 3 and 4, N3 = N4 = 5

• channel bit rate = 100Mbps

• ring delays, Rm =Rei = 3000 bit times

• packet length, x = 500bits

• Random traffic packet arrival rates

By decomposition of independent Poisson processes, the packet arrival rates are given by

A.. =P.A. =Ni Ni -1 A.
I 11 m m-I '

A. . =P .A. = N j m - Ni A.
01 01 m m-I
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where Pii is the probability that a packet originates from an ith cluster node and is destined

for another ith cluster node. Pia is the probability that a packet originates from an ith cluster

node and is destined for a node in a cluster other than i. These formulae give numerical

values of Al = A] = 0.023A, A3 = A4 = 0.103A and Aa = 0.747A, i.e. 75% of the network

traffic is due to intercluster packets.

• Clustered traffic arrival rates

As in Lye et al [1995], the packet arrival rates used for the clustered traffic results are Al =

A] = 0.19A, A3 = A4 = 0.26A, Aa =O.U and Aoi = Aa Ni / rn, i.e. 90% of the network traffic is

due to intracluster packets.

Graph 2-4 shows the performance of the 2-MR under random traffic. It is clear that the

intracluster packet transfer delay performance is very good. The delay remains low up to very

high loads. However, the intercluster packet delay performance is poor. It is, in fact,

considerably worse than a standard double token ring network. This is because the main ring

carries over 75% of the total network traffic and thus becomes saturated fairly easily. Since all

the intercluster packets have to be transmitted on this ring, their performance suffers

accordingly.

200

l/l 11 Intercluster"Cc 150
8 • auster 1,2
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X auster 3,4
~
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~
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Graph 2-4: Mean packet transfer delays for all traffic classes under random traffic

Graph 2-5 shows the performance of the 2-MR network under clustered traffic. In this scenario,

the load is balanced far more evenly over the rings. The intracluster packet performance is again
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good although, since the cluster rings are more loaded, not quite as good as the random case.

There is a vast improvement in the intercluster packet delay performance.
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Graph 2-5: Mean packet transfer delays for all traffic classes under clustered

traffic
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Graph 2-6: Comparison of 2-MR and double ring overall mean packet transfer

delays

The consequences of this improvement are evident when the network performance is compared

to a double token ring network, where the tokens operate asynchronously and rotate in the same

direction, These results can be seen in graph 2-6, which compares the overall average packet

transfer delays, The performance of the double ring is unaffected by the traffic pattern so long
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as the propagation delays from the source to destination nodes remains the same. The 2-MR

network outperforms the double ring by a significant margin under clustered traffic, as

expected. However, this improvement comes at the expense of degraded performance under

random traffic.

Lye et al [1995] also compared the performance of the 2-MR token ring to a double ring token

ring network with priority for intracluster traffic. This network has slightly better intracluster

traffic performance than a standard doubie ring, at the expense of poorer intercluster traffic

performance. However, the overall average transfer delays are the same as for the normal

double ring.

2.7 Ring networks with sp atial bandwidth reuse

A plethora of ring network protocols have been proposed over the last ten years. Each of them

offers improved performance, additional services or both. These include names such as the

Orwell Ring [Falconer and Adams, 1985], ATM Ring [Ohnishi et ai, 1989], Playthrough Ring,

Parallel Ring and MetaRing to name a few. We will proceed to examine four protocols that

offer improved performance, primarily by taking advantage of spatial bandwidth reuse, as well

as some additional features. The parallelring and multiple-token protocol are extensions of the

token ring protocol, the Playthrough Ring is a circuit switched protocol and the MetaRing

allows both slotted and buffer insertion modes.

As reported in [Cidon and Ofek, 1993], there are a number of problems associated with ring

networks that implement spatial bandwidth reuse. The most important is that advantage is given

to upstream nodes (nodes which are transmitting via the node in question), which can lead to

starvation or lack of access to the ring. For example, consider a network where node nine is

constantly receiving packets from node seven. As a result, node eight will never receive access

to the ring. Spatial bandwidth reuse thus leads to inherently unfair protocols. Measures need to

be taken to counter this flaw. Furthermore, it is difficult to implement bandwidth reservation

schemes and support multiple access priority levels in ring networks with spatial bandwidth

reuse.

2.7.1 Parallelring

The parallelring, proposed by Qu and Landweber [1992], is a token ring network with a single

token and destination packet removal that allows multiple concurrent transmissions. A node is

allowed to initiate transmission not only upon the receipt of the token but also upon the receipt
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of a data frame that is addressed to it. If the node has no queued frames, it either forwards the

incoming token or generates a new token while removing the incoming packet. When a station

is transmitting its own frame and another frame arrives, the station either removes the frame if it

is destined for the station or otherwise delays it in an insertion buffer. After the transmission is

complete, the station forwards the delayed frame.

Each station, the token and every data frame are assigned a priority. A station with a higher

priority than that of the token or of a removed frame is allowed to transmit its own frame.

Stations with different applications and time constraints are given different priorities. Qu and

Landweber [1992] claim that this property enables the parallelring to support media access

fairness and real time services. They showed that the parallelring outperforms the PRONET

[Proteon Associates, 1982], a protocol similar to the IEEE 802.5 protocol but with early token

release.

The major problem with this protocol is that it no longer maintains the polling order of a normal

token ring. Usually, the token is passed from each node to its immediate downstream neighbour

and thus each node in the network is polled in turn. In the parallelring, however, the token is

only passed to a neighbouring station if there are no frames to transmit. If the station does

transmit a frame, the token skips all the nodes between the source and destination stations. This

can lead to starvation. The performance gains of the parallelring are probably insufficient to

justify the extra complexity and overhead required for fairness algorithms.

2.7.2 Multiple-token protocol

Cohen and Segall [1994] proposed a new media access protocol, called "the multiple-token

protocol", that increases the throughput and decreases the access delay of the one token

protocol. They note that there is a trend in '.ing networks of decreasing packet to ring delays that

is accompanying the increases in channel bit rates. This leads to an increasing proportion of

wasted bandwidth. To remedy the situation, their protocol allows multiple tokens to

simultaneously circulate around the ring, creating a number of logical rings on the same

physical medium. The number of tokens can dynamically be adjusted to optimise performance.

Furthermore, the protocol uses timers to maintain spatial separation of the tokens. This counters

the previously mentioned phenomenon of token coalescing.

Unlike the parallelring, the multiple-token protocol maintains the polling order of the one token

protocol. This results in inherent fairness and hence fairness algorithms are only required if

guaranteed deadlines are needed.
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The multiple-token protocol is a trade-off between the one token protocol and the buffer

insertion protocol. The one token protocol provides for only one access point to the ring, but

introduces very little delay at intermediate stations. The buffer insertion protocol, on the other

hand, provides up to m access points, where m is the number of stations on the ring. This results

in significantly lower access delays at low loads (l/m of the one token protocol), but it increases

the ring delay by up to (m - 1)F, where F is the maximum frame length. The multiple-token

protocol provides N access points and increases the ring delay by up to (N - 1)F, where N is the

number of tokens. In particular, when N = 1, the multiple-token protocol acts like the one token

protocol and when N = m, it acts like the buffer insertion protocol. Performance can be

optimised by correctly choosing N.

The multiple-token protocol holds some promise if an efficient algorithm for determining N can

be found. A lot more work is required in this regard, as well as in determining the performance

of the protocol.

2.7.3 PLAYTHROUGH ring

The PLAYTHROUGH ring was first proposed by Wilson and Silio [1979]. Further work has

been presented in [Silio et ai, 1992] and [Ghafir and Silio, 1993] amongst a multitude of others.

As mentioned previously, the PLAYTHROUGH protocol is a circuit-switched ring protocol. In

other words, connections are established and later released between nodes. These connections

are used to transmit data. Since the connections do not encompass the entire ring, circuit

switched protocols allow for spatial bandwidth reuse.

The two other principal circuit-switched rings are the Jafari "new loop" and the Leventis "new

loop." Jafari et al [1980] proposed sending messages on one ring to a central controller that

establishes settings for a separate second ring on which data transfer takes place. Leventis et al

[1982] proposed combining data and control messages on the same ring using a modified form

of free and busy tokens.

The PLAYTHROUGH protocol also passes data and control messages on the same ring. It uses

a perpetually circulating control frame to establish and release connections. This control frame

comprises a leading FLAG character and a trailing GO character. A node can insert a fixed

length control message between FLAG and GO, after any other control messages and

immediately before GO. Only one control message may be inserted each time. These control

messages can either start or stop a transfer and are removed by the station that inserted them. A

new connection is made for each variable length data packet transfer. The PLAYTHROUGH
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ring thus has destination data packet removal and source control frame removal. If the control

frame arrives at a node currently transmitting data, it is allowed to "play through" in golfing

terms, i.e. data transmission is delayed while the control frame is immediately forwarded to the

next node.

It is evident that the control frame has a ring circulation time equal to the ring delay plus the

transmission time of the control messages that were added in that particular circulation. This

time period governs the access time to the network. Furthermore, each connection can only be

released when the control frame passes. As a result, if the channel bit rate is relatively high and

a long ring delay results, the performance of the PLAYTHROUGH ring will be reduced. Thus,

although it provides some definite advantages, it is a less than optimal choice for high speed

networks.

2.7.4 M etaRing

The MetaRing, proposed by Cidon and Ofek [1993] and again described in [Ofek, 1994] , is a

full-duplex dual ring topology with fairness and spatial bandwidth reuse. The rings transmit data

in opposite directions, one clockwise and the other counter clockwise. They are referred to as

the inner and outer rings. With the use of an efficient routing algorithm, the furthest that packets

have to travel is half way around the ring. Control signals generally travel in the opposite

direction to the packets they are controlling, as can be seen in the implementation of the fairness

algorithms (discussed in section 2.8.3).

The MetaRing is able to process both synchronous and asynchronous data. It also supports two

modes of operation: slotted and buffer insertion. The slotted mode is used when the packet

length is fixed, whereas the buffer insertion mode supports variable length packets with an

upper limit on size.

Several addressing modes are also supported. The MetaRing not only supports the traditional

point-to-point addressing and multicasting, but it also supports a "neighbour mode", "copy

mode" and a "point-to-list" mode. The neighbour mode sends from one machine to its nearest

neighbour and the copy mode sends to all machines between two stations on the ring. Point-to

list mode includes a list of the addresses of all the packet destinations. As the stations receive

the packet, they remove their address from the list.

Cidon and Ofek [1993] present simulation results of the MetaRing operating in slotted mode.

They show that the maximum throughput of the network is eight times the nominal bandwidth
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of each ring. Ifa global fairness algorithm is used (see section 2.8.3.1) this value is reduced to

between 6.32 and 8 times the nominal bandwidth of each ring, depending on the parameters

chosen. The results are reported to be similar for buffer insertion mode [Chen et ai, 1991].

These results are to be expected when one considers the following argument. Due to shortest

path routing, each packet has to travel a maximum of half way around the ring. This results in

an average transmission distance of a quarter of the ring. Consequently, an average of four

concurrent transmissions is possible. The throughput of each ring is thus four times the nominal

bandwidth and the combined throughput is therefore eight times the nominal bandwidth of each

ring. This performance gain is theoretically available to any ring network that efficiently reuses

the available spatial bandwidth.

Since 1989, there has been a running prototype of the MetaRing at IBM's Watson Research

Laboratory, but to date there do not appear to be any commercial products available. However,

the MetaRing seems to have served as a stepping stone to new technologies, such as ORBIT and

MetaNet [Yung and Ofek, 1995].

2.8 Fairness algorithms

Fairness algorithms are required to ensure that all nodes get sufficient access to the ring. It has

previously been pointed out that in ring networks that reuse spatial bandwidth, it is possible for

a node to become starved of access to the ring because there are continuous transmissions

passing by. Fairness algorithms attempt to ensure that packets that have been queued for a long

time get transmitted as soon as possible. There are various methods of trying to achieve this. For

example, fairness algorithms for unidirectional single slotted rings with spatial bandwidth reuse

were introduced in Orwell [Falconer and Adams, 1985], ATMR [Ohnishi et ai, 1989],

MAGNET [Lazar et al, 1990] and BCMA [Heinzmann et aI, 1991]. In this section we discuss

the fairness algorithms used by FDDI, the llelical window token ring and the MetaRing.

2.8.1 Timed token protocol

The timed token protocol has been incorporated into a number of network standards, including

the IEEE 802.4 protocol, the High-Speed Data Bus (HSDB), the High-Speed Ring Bus (HSRB),

the Survivable Adaptable Fiber Optic Embedded Network (SAFENET) and most notably FDDI.

In this scheme, messages are divided into two separate classes: synchronous and asynchronous.

Synchronous messages arrive at regular intervals and may be associated with deadline
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constraints. The protocol attempts to control the token rotation time. During the network

initialisation, a parameter called the Target Token Rotation Timer (TTRT) is determined, which

indicates the expected token rotation time. Each station is assigned a fraction of the TTRT,

called the synchronous bandwidth, which specifies a maximum time for which the station is

allowed to transmit synchronous packets every time it receives the token. When a node receives

the token, it transmits its synchronous packets for a time no longer than its allocated

synchronous bandwidth. It is then allowed to transmit asynchronous packets only while the time

elapsed since the previous token departure is less than the TTRT, i.e. only if the token has

arrived earlier than expected.

It has been formally proved in [Johnson, 1987] and [Johnson and Sevcik, 1987] that under

normal operation, the upper bound on the token rotation time is twice the TTRT. Furthermore,

Agrawa1 et al [1994] illustrate a synchronous bandwidth allocation scheme that can guarantee

synchronous message deadlines for synchronous traffic of up to 33 percent of the available

bandwidth. The timed token protocol thus provides "fair" access for synchronous packets.

Asynchronous packets, however, may suffer as a result.

2.8.2 Helical window token ring

The helical window token ring [Kschischang and Molle, 1989] attempts to serve packets on a

network wide first come first served basis, with a time granularity of one window interval.

The operation of a token ring network through time may be represented by the surface of an

infinitely long cylinder, with the circumference of the cylinder representing the spatial extent of

the ring and the longitudinal axis representing time. As the token circulates around the ring, it

plots a continuous curve on the cylinder surface. If the token moves at a constant rate, this curve

will be a helix of constant pitch in space-time. Such a helix partitions the time axis, as viewed

by a station, into time segments of equal length called windows.

The service policy allows each station seeing the idle token for the kth time to transmit only

those packets that arrived during the kth window. In order to prevent the token from overtaking

the leading edge of the window it is delayed by a rest period at each station if need be. The

token thus has two different rotation spee(:s, the window speed and the backlogged speed. The

network is said to be backlogged whenever the token lags behind the leading edge of the

window. The backlogged speed is equal to the normal token rotation speed without rest periods.
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Kschischang and Molle [1989] point out that the performance of the protocol can be improved if

the rest periods are scrapped altogether, by taking the window size to be the minimum of some

constant wand the current backlog of the algorithm at this point. The protocol then becomes

similar to the MetaRing global fairness algorithm, which will be discussed shortly.

2.8.3 MetaRing fairness algorithms

The discussion of fairness algorithms for the MetaRing makes up a very large portion of the

published information on the protocol because of the problem of starvation that spatial reuse

creates. There are two main approaches to fairness: local and global algorithms. Global fairness

uses the entire ring as its measure and distributes the bandwidth among all of the nodes in the

ring. This ignores the reality that different parts of the ring have very different usage patterns

and needs. Local fairness algorithms, on the other hand, take this into account.

2.8.3.1 Glol:xdfairness algyrithm

The global fairness algorithm, described in [Cidon and Ofek, 1993] and [Ofek, 1994], hinges on

a single control packet called SAT, which is short for satisfied. SAT usually rotates around the

ring in the opposite direction to the data.

A node is not allowed to send more than a predefined number of packets k between SAT visits.

It keeps track of the number of packets it has transmitted since the departure of the last SAT

signal in a variable called COUNT. A node is only allowed to transmit a packet if its insertion

buffer is empty and its COUNT variable is smaller than k. When the SAT signal arrives, it will

be held until either the insertion buffer is empty or COUNT reaches a predetermined length I,

where I ~ k. In both cases, SAT will be forwarded to the next node and COUNT reset to zero.

The SAT signal cannot be blocked by data flowing in the opposite direction because it can be

transmitted in the middle of a data packet without causing problems. This is referred to as "pre

emptive resume priority". In addition, a timeout procedure is implemented that will generate a

new SAT if it does not arrive within a maximum period of time. If the timeout occurs

prematurely, it is possible to have two or more SAT signals rotating at a time. This situation is

also handled. If a node currently holding a SAT signal receives a second one, it will simply

discard the latter.
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The SAT algorithm can also operate under failure conditions. When a node in the system goes

down, the system can be configured as a series of dual bus networks. Under these conditions the

SAT signal is transformed into two signals SAT and SAT'. The SAT signal is generated at the

head of one of the dual buses and passed down to the other end. The other end removes SAT

and sends back SAT' in the opposite direction. When the ring is fixed, the SAT' and any extra

SAT signals are removed in a similar fashion to before.

2.8.3.2 Localfairness algyrithm

The other approach to eliminating starvation and to ensure fairness is the use of local fairness

algorithms. Using this approach, each node decides for itself if it is starved and initiates the

algorithm. The simplest local fairness method, described in [Simha and Offek, 1991], only

requires one control signal called REQ, or request. In this method, a starved node will send a

REQ signal to the upstream nodes. This signal requests that an empty packet be transmitted

downstream that only the requesting node can use. Any node that receives a REQ signal, has an

empty insertion buffer and has no other REQs to process will send an empty packet. Using this

method, the node is guaranteed that an empty packet for its use will arrive in less than m hops,

where m is the number of nodes in the system. Unfortunately, this algorithm will only work for

fixed packet sizes and therefore a slightly more complex method was devised.

This new method, described in [Chen et ai, 1993], requires two control signals to control the

state of the nodes in the starved area. The first control signal is the REQ signal as discussed

before. When a node is starved it creates a REQ signal which is forwarded upstream. This REQ

is forwarded until it finds an idle node that can fill the request. Then nodes between the

requesting node (the tail of the restricted area) and the idle node (the head of the restricted area)

enter a restricted transmission state which limits the amount of packets they can send. These

intermediate nodes are called the body of the restricted area.

When the tail of the restricted area reaches its sending limit, it returns to an unrestricted state

and creates a GNT signal. The GNT is forwarded to the neighbouring upstream node, which

now becomes the tail of the restricted region. When the new tail reaches its limit, it forwards the

GNT to the next node until the entire restricted region is gone. There can be several restricted

regions in the ring, therefore the algorithm has rules on combining the heads and tails of

separate areas into one big restricted area. Sometimes the starvation can encompass the entire

ring, in which case the algorithm performs very similarly to the SAT method used before.
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Fairness algorithms are necessary to ensure that the delays of the ring are bounded, however

they can limit the bandwidth of the system under certain conditions. It has been shown in [Chen

et aI, 1993] that the local method is more efficient than the global method under many traffic

configurations. There is thus a trade-off between complexity and efficiency.

2.9 Summary

Chapter two was a review of the relevant existing literature on ring networks. Firstly, we

examined the single token, slotted and buffer insertion ring protocols, including the two most

common implementations and the many analyses that have been performed. We outlined an

approximate method for analysing ring networks in general and proceeded to give the specifics

of the approximate token and slotted ring analyses we will use in chapters three and four.

We then looked at two multiple token ring networks. The first of these was the symmetrical

multiple token ring, for which we gave some approximate analytical results. Importantly, we

then reviewed the 2-MR network. This token ring network was proposed to provide improved

performance in clustered traffic environments. The original conclusions of the proposers, that it

significantly outperforms a double ring network, were verified.

Next, we examined four protocols that implement spatial bandwidth reuse: the parallelring, the

multiple-token protocol, the PLAYfHROUGH ring and the MetaRing. These destination

removal networks provide improved performance over their source removal counterparts by

allowing multiple concurrent transmissions over the various segments ofthe ring.

Finally,. we discussed four fairness algoritluns: the timed token protocol, the helical window

token ring and the MetaRing fairness algoritluns. Fairness algoritluns are especially important in

ring networks that reuse the available spatial bandwidth because starvation of nodes can occur.

Before we undertake an investigation into ring networks that are optimised for clustered traffic

environments, we proceed with some necessary preliminary work in chapter three.
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TWO-CONNECTED MULTIPLE RING

The literature abounds with analyses of single and multiple ring networks. However, there has

been very little work involving clustered traffic. The focus of this thesis, is the use of multiple

ring networks in clustered traffic environments. Symmetrical multiple ring networks with

.source packet removal are not optimal for these environments. We attempt to fmd more suitable

network solutions that offer greater performance at a reasonable cost.

The 2-MR network is one proposed solution. It clearly provides significant performance gains

over a double ring network in clustered traffic environments, yet it still requires only two

transceivers and MAC entities per node. However the protocol adopted in [Lye et ai, 1995], as

has already been discussed in section 2-6, is not optimum. It seems to have been designed for

low intracluster packet transfer delays rather than overall network performance. Furthermore,

the I-limited service discipline assumed, although offering some advantages, is rarely used as

such in practice due to its inherent performance penalty. This chapter takes a more in depth look

at the 2-MR network and considers various protocols with different performance properties,

with the aim of finding an optimum.

As discussed in the introduction, there are three main ring protocols: token, slotted and buffer

insertion. The token ring protocol is the most widely implemented, probably because it is the

simplest and most flexible. It also offers the most scope for optimisation, as there are many

possible variations of token ring protocols suitable for the 2-MR network. Three different

practical token ring protocols as well as a slotted ring protocol will be examined - each one

introducing a performance improvement over the previous one. A short abbreviated name is

given to each protocol to facilitate referencing.

In order to simplify the following text, the term class is introduced to refer to the intracluster

traffic from a single cluster or the total intercluster traffic in the network. Consequently, there

will be a total of c + 1 traffic classes in the network (c intracluster + I intercluster).
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There are two perfonnance criteria that can be considered when attempting to find an optimum

protocol:

• Average packet transfer delay: Fortunately, low transfer delays usually coincide with high

maximum throughputs in ring networks, however this is not a strict rule. The matter is

further complicated in the 2-MR network by the fact that there are c + I traffic classes each

with their own average transfer delays. A direct measure is needed to compare the

perfonnance of various protocols. The two most appropriate measures are:

1. Overall mean packet transfer delay (mean of the average transfer delays for all the c

+ 1 classes). This gives a good indication of the overall perfonnance of the network.

2. Largest mean packet transfer delay (this could be anyone of the c + 1 classes). The

class that has the largest average transfer delay can vary with load. The results always

give the largest value at a particular load. The curve may consist of the combined

results of more than one class.

• Maximum useable network throughput: This is the maximum throughput of the entire

network before packets from any particular class cease to get serviced. Because some nodes

become congested before others, the maximum useable throughput is, in general, slightly

lower than the maximum possible throughput, which is the load at which all nodes in the

network become congested. For any symmetrically loaded ring network, because there is no

contention, average network throughput is equal to the offered load, until the threshold of

the maximum throughput is reached.

We thus have two load dependent values (transfer delays) which will be graphed when

comparing the perfonnance and a single value for the maximum useable network throughput. It

is important to note that maximum useable network throughput will be the value at which the

average transfer delay curve tends to infmity with a vertical asymptote.

3.2 Node Model

Figure 3-1 shows a model of a node in a 2-MR network and illustrates the areas where the

protocol can be varied, namely:

• Servers: A, Band C can be viewed as servers in the queuing theory sense of the word. A

and B serve the intracluster queue while C serves the intercluster queue. A, Band C can

each have one of various service policies, including I-limited, gated and exhaustive. The

service policy of each may be affected by the IQSS and MRSS.
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Figure 3-1: 2-MR node model

• IQSS (Intracluster Queue Server Selector): This selector (switch) determines how servers A

and B contend for access to the intraduster queue. Some examples would be:

1. A and B can concurrently service the queue.

2. Either server is denied access to the queue if the other is already serving it.

3. B is denied access to the queue if A currently has access but A can concurrently

service the queue ifB has already access.

4. An arriving server has priority over the current server, which finishes serving the

packet it is busy with and then moves on to the next node.

• MRSS (Main Ring Server Selector): This selector determines which of servers Band C will

be connected to the main ring at any given time. Some examples would be:

1. Intercluster queue has priority over intracluster queue.

2.. Intracluster queue has priority over intercluster queue.

3. Packets are served on a FCFS basis from both queues.

There is no distinct division between the three variables. They are interdependent and affect

each other. Nevertheless, this model is useful for illustrating where and how the protocol can be

varied.
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3.3 1-Limited Service, Inte rcluster Traffic Priority To Main Ring (110)

This section makes only one minor change to the protocol used by Lye et al [1991]. The worst

aspect of that protocol was the poor performance of intercluster traffic. To counter this, a

I-limited service protocol with intercluster traffic (rather than intracluster traffic) having

priority access to the main ring is considered. The abbreviation is short for I-limited/I-limited/

intercluster, i.e. I-limited service policy for the intracluster queue, I-limited service policy for

the intercluster queue and intercluster queue access priority to the main ring. The originally

proposed protocol will be referred to as the 11i protocol, where the "i" refers the fact that the

intracluster queue had access priority to the main ring

3.3.1 Analysis

Intracluster
queue

,. .....
/' "I \

I Cluster \
\ Ring I, /

" /',----/

Intercluster
queue

,. .....
/' "I \

I Main \
\ Ring I, /

" /',----/

Figure 3-2: Node model for I-limited 2-MR with intercluster traffic priority

We have an m node network with C clusters. The ith cluster has Ni nodes. The node model

shown in figure 3-2 is the same as that presented by Lye et al [1995] except for the change that

priority access to main ring is given to the intercluster queue rather than the intracluster queue.

Again, the total packet arrival rate to the network is A. The arrival rate of intercluster packets to

the network is Aa. Furthermore, the arrival rates of intracluster and intercluster packets to the ith

cluster (all N; nodes) are Ai and Aai respectively. The variable ai is defined as the proportion of

ith cluster intracluster packets that are transmitted on the ith cluster ring. Hence the proportion

of cluster i intracluster packets that are transmitted on the main ring will be (1 - a;). As in [Lye
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et ai, 1995], the assumption is made that, for a given load, aj is a constant time-invariant value.

This assumption allows the rings to be detached as shown in figure 3-3.
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" / " /
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Figure 3-3: Intracluster traffic breakdown

We know from equation (2.18) that the mean token rotation time is given by the general

formula

T= R
l-AT x

where R is the ring delay, f...T is the total packet arrival rate to the ring and x is the packet length.

In this case we have two rings to consider each with their own R's, f...r's and x's. As in equations

(2.51) to (2.54), the mean token rotation tines for the main and cluster rings are thus given by,

rpm < 1:

rpj < 1 :

T = Rm

m I-A X
m

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

where, according to (2.55), (2.56) and (2.50),

~.=A.(X+~)

rp. =a .A.(X + Rei)
I I I N.

I
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c
A = "(l-a.)X +A (3.8)m L...J I I 0

i=1

Both lfJm and lfJi are dependent upon ai and hence cannot be calculated independently of the

other equations. In practice, the appropriate curves can be tabulated and the correct values

chosen.

Since the intracluster queue only receives main ring tokens when the intercluster queue is

empty, the mean interarrival time ofmain ring tokens to the intracluster queue is given by

(3.9)

This is because the utilisation of the intercluster queue is ~: Tm and hence the probability that it
I

is empty is given by

1- AoiTm
Ni

As a result, the formula for ai, as given in equation (2.58), must be adjusted to

Tmi Tm

a
i =Tmi +Tci =Tm + Tci(l- ~; TJ

(3.10)

Now the intracluster queue receives tokens from both the cluster ring and the main ring. The

mean token rotation times of these rings can be combined to give an effective mean token

interarrival time to the intracluster queue as follows

( J
-I

- 1 1
Tei = =+=

Tci Tmi

(3.11 )

Once this has been found, we are able to obtain the mean queue waiting times for both

intracluster and intercluster packets from cluster i, according to equation (2.7), as follows

w = TRei

1 l-~T.
Ni el

As in equation (2.63), the overall mean queuing delay for intercluster packets is given by

w = f, Aoi W.
o ~ A Ol

1=1 m
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Again, we approximate TRm = t Tm and TRej = t Tei ' according to equation (2.48). Finally, as

in equations (2.60) and (2.64), we get the mean packet transfer delays

(3.15)

(3.16)

From equation (2.65), the overall packet transfer delay of the entire network is then given by

D =~(Ai D. + Aoi DJave LJ 1 110
1=1 /L /L

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

Which is the result we require. In order to obtain actual numerical solutions to the above

equations, it is necessary to numerically solve the set of simultaneous equations given in

equations (3.2) to (3.8) and (3.10). Lye et al [1995] used the Extended Newton-Raphson

method. In general, it is not possible to obtain explicit algebraic solutions. Since the Extended

Newton-Raphson method seems the best available option in terms of speed and simplicity, we

use it here again.

We can reduce our set of equations when ifJm < 1 and ifJi < 1 to the following C + 1 equations:

fi = (a j -lX1-ajAjx)Tm +aj(l-~; TJRci for 1:::; i:::; C

fC+! =Tj1-A
m
x)-R

m

together with the substitutions,

Zj =aj for 1:::; i :::; C

For 1:::; i ~ C:

f!- = (a. -lXl-a.A.x)-a. "01 R.
Tm I I I I Ni Cl

and finally

f. C+1 =A.xI
aj J m

f!:.-+l =1-..1, X
Tm m

for i= j

for i * j

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

When ifJm > 1 and ifJj < 1, we simply need to set aj = 1 for all the clusters, so that the main ring

traffic is as low as possible. Obviously the intercluster traffic will now have an infinite transfer

delay time, but the intracluster packet transfer delay times can still be found using the same

equations as before. Solutions for other combinations of r/>m and ifJj can be found following
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similar lines to the solutions given in [Lye et ai, 1995]. We will not proceed further since the

remaining combinations do not crop up in the examples used in this thesis.

3.3.2 Results

Results are given for both random and clustered traffic environments. In order to make direct

comparison possible, we use the same network parameters as those chosen in [Lye et ai, 1995]:

• total number of nodes in network, m = 30

• number ofnodes in clusters 1 and 2, Ni =N2 = 10

• number of nodes in clusters 3 and 4, N3 = N4 = 5

• channel bit rate = 100Mbps

• ring delays, Rm = Rei = 3000 bit times

• packet length, x = 500bits

• Random traffic packet arrival rates

By decomposition of independent Poisson processes, the packet arrival rates are given by

N. N.-l
A. =p.A=-' , A,

I 11 m m-I

A . =p .,,1, = Ni m - Ni A
0' 0/ m m-I

and A =f P ,,1,=(1- f P.)Ao L-J la L-J 11

i;! i;1

where P ii is the probability that a packet originates from an ith cluster node and is destined

for another ith cluster node. Pio is the probability that a packet originates from an ith cluster

node and is destined for a node in a cluster other than i. These formulae give numerical

values of Ai = A2 = 0.023A, A3 = A4 = 0.103A and Ao = 0.747A, i.e. 75% of the network

traffic is due to intracluster packets.

• Clustered traffic arrival rates

As in Lye et al [1995], the packet arrival rates used for the clustered traffic results are Al =

A2 = 0.19A, A3 = A4 = 0.26A and Ao = O.1A, i.e. 90% of the network traffic is due to

intracluster packets. Furthermore,

Graph 3-1 shows the mean packet transfer delays for the different traffic classes under random

traffic. The various markers (triangles, dots or crosses) represent simulation results and the solid

lines represent the corresponding results from the analytical model. Approximately 75% of the
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total network traffic is intercluster traffic and has to be transmitted on the main ring. The other

25% of the traffic is spread over the other four rings. As a result, interc1uster traffic performs far

worse than the other traffic classes and intercluster packet transfer delays tend to infinity at

offered loads ofjust over 100Mbps.
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Graph 3-1: Mean packet transfer delays for all traffic classes under random traffic

Examining the analytical model, we see that the mean intercluster packet queuing delay is given

by equation (3.13):

This equation tends to infinity as ~; Tm tends to 1. Setting,

we get from equation (3.2) that

Aoi -~=1
Ni 1- AmX (3.26)

We have already seen that Aoi is proportional to Aa. We now introduce the constant a· to
I

simplify matters, such that

where

Ni m-N. Aa. = I

I m m-I A
o
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Because intercluster packets have access priority to the main ring, for very high intercluster

loads there will be no intracluster packets transmitted on the main ring since there will always

be intercluster packets waiting for transmission. As a result, Am = Aoand hence the intercluster

packet arrival rate at which the fIrst nodes in the network become congested and hence the

mean intercluster packet transfer delay becomes unbounded, is given by

N.
Ao(congestion} == N. + I R

,x a max m

(3.29)

(3.30)

where a max refers to the largest aj. In our example, at = a 2 = 0.144 and a 3 = a 4 = 0.230.

Plugging the higher of these two values into equation (3.29) gives

Ao(congestion) =0.001625 packets/bit time

This corresponds to a total offered load of 108,75Mbps. The maximum amount of intercluster

traffIc that the network can carry is slightly higher than this value. It is given by

Ao(mall} = m = 0.001667 packets/bit time
mx+Rm

The other point of interest lies in the fact that intracluster packets experience lower transfer

delays than intercluster packets at loads close to zero. This is because the residual token rotation

time (which is the length oftime a packet arriving at an empty queue has to wait before service)

of the intracluster queue is lowered by the parallel operation of the two rings serving the queue.

The increased rate of token arrivals leads to corresponding reductions in the token interarrival

times and residual token interarrival times.
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Graph 3-2: Comparison of 110 and 11 i mean packet transfer delays for worst

traffic class under random traffic
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Graph 3-2 compares the performance of the traffic class with largest mean packet transfer delay

in the 11 i network to the worst performing traffic class in the 110 network. In both these cases,

intercluster packets are obviously the culprits. The 110 network performs slightly better in this

regard because fewer intracluster packets are transmitted on the main ring leaving more

available bandwidth for the intercluster packets. Since most of the network traffic consists of

intercluster packets, we see a similar situation when looking at the overall mean packet transfer

delays of all the traffic classes, as shown in graph 3-3.
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Graph 3-3: Comparison of 110 and 11 i overall mean packet transfer delays under

random traffic
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We now turn our attention to clustered traffic. Examining graph 3-4, we see that the 110

network performs significantly differently ~o the l1i network in a clustered traffic environment.

Although intercluster packets have higher transfer delays at low and medium loads than the

other traffic classes, at high loads they perform substantially better. This is contrary to the case

with the 11 i network.
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Graph 3-5: Comparison of 110 and 11 i mean packet transfer delays for worst

traffic class under clustered traffic
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Section 2.6 showed that, using the 11 i protocol, the main ring receives a higher proportion of

the load and consequently it congests earlier than the other rings. Due to the change in access

priority, the main ring of the 110 network congests at far higher offered loads. In fact, the

cluster rings congest before the main ring does. Graph 3-5 shows the performance comparison

of the traffic classes with the largest mean packet transfer delays. The 110 network is a

significant improvement over the 11 i network in this regard, especially in terms of maximum

throughput. The discontinuity in the crrvature of the 110 curve at an offered load of

approximately 250Mbps occurs because, below this load, intercluster traffic has the largest

delay whilst, above this load, the poorest performer is cluster three and four traffic.

Finally, graph 3-6 compares the overall mean packet transfer delays of the 11 i and 110

networks under clustered traffic. Transfer delays are similar for low and medium loads, but the

110 network gives a higher maximum throughput.

3.4 Gated Service, Interclu ster Traffic Priority To Main Ring (ggo)

This protocol is a direct conversion of the one given in section 3.3 from a I-limited to a gated

service policy. As before, intercluster traffic is given priority on the main ring. The abbreviation

ggo is short for gated/gated/intercluster, i.e. a gated service policy for the intracluster queue, a

gated service policy for the intercluster queue and the intercluster queue has access priority to

the main ring.

When the mam nng token is received, the intercluster queue is served followed by the

intracluster queue. The cluster and main ring can concurrently serve the intracluster queue, with

independent gating mechanisms. In other words, when the intracluster queue receives a token,

the cluster ring will serve any packets that were in the queue when the token arrived. If the main

ring token arrives during this time period, the main ring will concurrently serve the queue until

all the packets present on this token's arrival are served.

3.4.1 Analysis

We use the same general method for analysing this protocol as the last. The node model is

identical to that given in figure 3-2 except that more than one packet can be served each time a

token is seized. We once again assume that the proportion of intracluster packets that are

transmitted on the cluster ring is a constant, time-invariant value ai. However, there is extra

complexity in calculating ai, since we can no longer assume that it is simply the ratio of the rate
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of cluster ring token arrivals to the total effective token arrival rate to the intracluster queue.

This would only be the case if the number of packets served for each main ring token arrival

were the same as the number served while each cluster ring token was held. On average,

arriving main ring tokens will fmd less packets in the intracluster queue than cluster ring tokens

will fmd.

The main ring token rotation time will generally be longer than the cluster ring token rotation

times. We make a couple of assumptions at this point:

1. The cluster ring token rotation times are constant.

2. There are never two consecutive main ring token arrivals to a node, they are always

separated by at least one cluster ring token arrival.

Expected number of packets

--------_.-/'-.-_--------r ...........
x Y2X x x

-~~=-I~-=~~--=::__--~-___==_-_++Of--- ------.

1;;;

Figure 3-4: Expected queue length for main and cluster ring tokens

Figure 3-4 shows a timing diagram of token arrivals from both the main and cluster rings,

showing the mean number of packets served at each arrival. The mean queue length a cluster

ring token finds, given that the previous token was also from the cluster ring rather than from

the main ring, is denoted by X The mean queue length at a main ring token arrival will then be

Y2X since the arrival instant will have a uniform distribution between the previous cluster ring

token arrival instant and the following one. Similarly, the mean queue length at the cluster ring

arrival following a main ring token ring arrival will also be YZX

Clearly, an expected number ofX packets arrive each cluster ring token rotation time. Hence

(3.31)

Consider one main ring token rotation time Tm . The mean number of cluster ring tokens that

arrive during this time is given by Tm I Tei . At all of these cluster ring token arrivals, an

expected X packets are served, except for the one immediately following the main ring token
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arrival that started the time period under consideration - when an expected Y2X packets are

served. This gives an overall mean queue length at cluster ring token arrival instants of

Q =(~/~)x -tx=(1- Tci Jx
Tc (T IT.) 2T

m Cl m

(3.32)

In every time period ~i an average ofX packets arrive at the intracluster queue, QTc of which

are transmitted on the cluster ring. This leads directly to ai, as follows.

- QTc - (1- TCi Ja. - - _
1 X 2T

m

(3.33)

(3.34)

It was shown in equation (2.31) that the fonnula for the mean token rotation time of a token

ring network with a gated service policy is identical to that for a I-limited service policy.

Hence, from equations (2.51) and (2.52), we have once again,

T = Rm

m 1-1 X
m

(3.35)

The difference lies in the fact that these token rotation times are not limited to a maximum

token rotation time at high loads, but rather tend to infinity as the offered load tends to infinity.

As in equation (3.11), the effective mean token interarrival time to the intracluster queue of

cluster i nodes is given by

(3.36)

According to equation (2.25), the mean queue waiting time for ith cluster intracluster packets is

given by

(3.37)

where, as before, we use the approximation TRei =t Tei . Similarly, the mean queue waiting

time for intercluster packets originating from cluster i is given by

Woi =TRJI + ~; x) (3.38)

Hence, as in equation (2.63), the mean queue waiting time for intercluster packets originating

from all clusters is given by

W =~10iW.
o ~ 1 01

1=1 m
(3.39)

To calculate TRm , we proceed as in section 3.1. According to the general residual life fonnula

from renewal theory,
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(3.40)

Tm 2 can be found using equation (2.34), as follows

Tm2 = (i: 2 + Y
o
~2 + 2YoxRm+ Rm2 (3.41)

where Yo is the mean number of packets that are transmitted onto the main ring during each

token rotation.

Yo = AmTm

Finally, from (2.60) and (2.64), we can obtain the mean packet transfer delays

As in (2.65), the overall packet transfer delay of the entire network is then given by

- C (X - A.-JDave =L _IDi +---!!!....Do
i=1 A A

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.45)

We need to solve the set of simultaneous equations (3.33) to (3.35) and (3.8) using the extended

Newton-Raphson method. We can reduce the set of 2C + 2 equations to the following C + 1

equations:

f i =2T(a. -lXl- a.Xx)+ R. fior 1~ i ~ Cm I I I Cl

fC+l =Tj1-AmX)-Rm
together with the substitutions,

For 1 ~ i ~ c:

and finally

f -.£+1 =1- A x
Tm m

3-16

(3.46)

(3.47)

(3.48)

(3.49)

(3.50)

(3.51 )
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This solution is valid when all the ring utilisations are less then one. If any of the utilisations go

above one, negative token rotation times are generated. For valid intracluster packet results at

high loads it is necessary to set ai = I for 1 :s; i :s; C when AoX ~ 1 "

3.4.2 Results

The same network parameters as for the 110 results are used for the remainder of the thesis.

Furthermore, the same series of graphs will be given in each section, where appropriate. Graph

3-7 shows the mean packet transfer delays for each of the traffic classes of the 2-MR network

using the ggo protocol. It looks almost identical to graph 3-1 except for the slightly greater

maximum throughput. This is shown better in graph 3-8 and graph 3-9, which compare the

performance of the ggo protocol to the 110 protocol.
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Graph 3-7: Mean packet transfer delays for all traffic classes under random traffic
for ggo protocol

The increased maximum useable throughput is due to the elimination of an upper limit on the

number of packets that can be transmitted during each token rotation. A I-limited service

discipline restricts the maximum possible throughput of a token ring network to a value less

than the total available bandwidth. This is because m nodes can only be transmitted during each

token rotation, during which there is a token passing overhead equal to the ring delay R. The

following formula describes this:

mx
Max throughput = x bandwidth

mx+R
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With a gated service policy, on the other hand, the maximum throughput is equal to the total

available bandwidth. Hence, when mx is relatively small compared to R, a gated service policy

allows a far greater maximum throughput than a I-limited service policy. As the ratio of packet

length to ring delay increases, however, the perfonnance gains are somewhat nullified.
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Graph 3-8: Comparison ofggo and 110 mean packet transfer delays for worst

traffic class under random traffic

The difference between graph 3-8 and graph 3-9 is once again minor, because most of the

network traffic is travelling on the main ring.
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Graph 3-9: Comparison ofggo and 110 overall mean packet transfer delays of all

traffic classes under random traffic
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Graph 3-10: Mean packet transfer delays for all traffic classes under clustered

traffic for ggo protocol
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Graph 3-11: Comparison of ggo and 110 mean packet transfer delays for worst

traffic class under clustered traffic

We turn once again to clustered traffic. Graph 3-10 shows the mean packet transfer delays of

the various traffic classes using the ggo protocol. Note the new scale on the x-axis. The

important aspect of this graph, besides the obvious performance improvement that will be more

apparent in the following two graphs, is tIe variation in the performance characteristics of the

various traffic classes. Intercluster packets have significantly higher mean transfer delays than

the other classes, even though the curves tend to infinity at similar loads. The minor
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discrepancy between the simulation and analytical results validates the assumptions made in the

analysis.

The similarity between the ggo and 110 protocols is apparent in graph 3-11. The assignment of

main ring access priority to the intercluster queue in both cases, leads to similar curves for

intercluster traffic. The similarity also indicates that the ggo intercluster queues do not often

have many packets present. This is a actually fairly obvious phenomenon when one takes into

account the low intercluster load and the large number of nodes over which arriving intercluster

traffic is distributed. The 110 protocol suffers when the cluster rings become congested at about

250Mbps.
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Graph 3-12: Comparison ofggo and 110 overall mean packet transfer delays

under clustered traffic

Graph 3-12 clearly indicates the vast performance improvement gained by implementing a

gated service policy rather than a 1-lin,ited service policy. The 110 protocol provides a

maximum useable throughput of less than 300Mbps while the ggo protocol has a maximum

useable throughput of over 450Mbps.

3.5 Gated Service, Ideally Balanced Load (Ideal)

Although the protocol examined in section 3.4 provides vast performance improvements over.

the I-limited protocols, it has a problem in that it does not balance the load over all the

available rings in the network as evenly as possible. This leads to sub-optimal performance

especially for intercIuster packets. This section examines a theoretical protocol in which the
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load is ideally balanced between the rings according to the arrival rates. It is not in itself a

practical protocol since in a real environment there is no way of lmowing exactly what average

load each traffic class is contributing. In section 3.6, we will present a practical protocol that

implements a simple algorithm to balance the load amongst the rings and hence performs very

similarly to the ideal protocol presented in t.his section.

The protocol adopted here is extremely simple. Packets arriving at the intracluster queue are

tagged for transmission on each of the two possible rings according to a fixed Markov

probability function which is chosen in such a way as to balance the load on the rings as evenly

as possible. This is equivalent to the node model shown in figure 3-5. The protocol effectively

detaches the two queues from each other and the rings operate independently. This makes the

analysis essentially equivalent to two separate gated single token ring analyses.

....
a. N'

I ; (l-a.)~+ Ao;
I NI N;

Main ring
queue

...... '"/ ,
I \
I Main \
\ Ring J, /, /

,--.-/

Ring i
queue

Cluster
Ring

......
/

I
I
\,, /

,----/

Figure 3-5: Node model for ideally balanced load

3.5.1 Analysis

As shown in figure 3-5, the variable a, will again be used to represent the proportion of cluster i

intracluster traffic that will be transmitted on ring i. In this case, however, a, is not an

approximation but an exact predetermined value. It is chosen to balance the load over all the

rings as evenly as possible. We have a total packet arrival rate of a,A, to cluster ring i and the

total packet arrival rate to the main ring is given by

c
Am = I(l-a,)A, +Ao

';1
(3.54)

where Ai and Ao are defined as before. Furthermore, the arrival rate of intercluster packets to the

main ring from cluster i is given by Ao" The token rotation times for the cluster and main rings

are given by the usual formulae:
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m I-A X
m
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(3.55)

(3.56)

From equation (2.25), we can immediately obtain the mean queue waiting times as follows

- -( a.xxJW;; =TRei 1+-t:t-
,

W.= r(1 + Ao;XJ
01 l\tn N.,

W =~ Ao; W.
o L... 1 0'

;=1 /\'0

(3.57)

(3.58)

(3.59)

(3.60)

where the residual token rotation times can be derived as in section 2.2.5.3 and 3.4. These then

lead to the mean packet transfer delays as required.

D; = a; (W;; + x+ tRei )+ (1- aJ(Wo; + x+ tRm )

Do =Wo +x+tRm

The overall packet transfer delay of the entire network is then given by

(3.61)

(3.62)- C (X - A'-JDove = I -'Dj +---..£!....Do
;=1 A A

The results can be explicitly obtained using the above formulae. No numerical methods are

needed to solve these equations.
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Graph 3-13: Mean packet transfer delays for all traffic classes under random

traffic for Ideal protocol
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The network we consider has five rings: four cluster rings and the main ring. The ideally

balanced situation would be to have 20% of the total offered load carried on each ring. For

random traffic, however, 75% of the total offered load has to be transmitted on the main ring.

As a result, the most balanced loading we can obtain is to have no intrac1uster packets at all

transmitted on the main ring. Therefore, we need to set at = a2 = a3 = a4 = 1.
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Graph 3-14: Comparison of Ideal and ggo mean packet transfer delays for worst

traffic class under random traffic

Since interc1uster traffic comprises 75% of the load, it is impossible to achieve any semblance

of even balance amongst the rings. Consequently, graph 3-13 is almost identical to graph 3-7.

This is further emphasised by the close agreement of the curves in graph 3-14 and graph 3-15.

Recall that the packet arrival rates used for the clustered traffic results are Al = A2 = 0.19A, A3 =

A4 = 0.26A and A.o = O.lA. Cluster rings one and two cannot possibly receive 20% of the total

offered load because the intracluster packet arrival rates of clusters one and two are too low.

Hence, we need to set: at = a2 = 1.00, in order to load these two rings as much possible.

The intrac1uster packet arrival rates of clusters three and four, on the other hand, are greater

than intercluster packet arrival rate. Hence, some of this traffic can be transmitted on the main

ring so that cluster rings three and four as well as the main ring all carry exactly the same

amount of traffic. The sum of the packet arrival rates of class zero, three and four traffic is
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0.62/... Dividing this by three, we see that we need to transmit 0.2067/.. on each ring, i.e. 20,67%

of the total offered load. Consequently, we need to set

0.2067/..
a3 = a4 = 0.26/.. = 0.79

The effect of balancing the load only now becomes evident. Graph 3-16 is totally different to

graph 3-10. The curves are no~ closely bunched.
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Graph 3-15: Comparison of Ideal and ggo overall mean packet transfer delays

under random traffic
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Graph 3-17: Comparison of Ideal and ggo mean packet transfer delays for worst

traffic classes under clustered traffic

The advantage of load balancing is evident in graph 3-17. The ideal protocol results in

significantly lower mean intercluster packet transfer delays. It could thus be considered to be a

fairer protocol.
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Graph 3-18: Comparison ofIdeal and ggo overall mean packet transfer delays

under clustered traffic

Graph 3-18 shows that there is not a great deal of difference between the overall performance of

the ideal and ggo protocols. The ideal protocol actually performs slightly worse at low loads

because the separation of the intracluster traffic on arrival results in only one ring serving each
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queue. This results in lower token arrival rates and hence higher residual token interarrival

times. On the other hand, the ideal protocol provides a slightly higher maximum throughput.

3.6 Gated Service, Load Balancing Algorithm (A/g)

It has already been mentioned that the ideal protocol is not practical since there is no way of

knowing what the average offered load to the network is. An algorithm could be developed that

measures this load, but this is complicated and computationally expensive. Not only would it be

difficult to take accurate measurements, but also additional problems such as stability have to

be considered. There could well emerge a scenario where the greater portion of the load

oscillates between the main and cluster rings. Of course, the protocol could be designed to

compensate for such effects, but it introduces needless complications.

The protocol suggested here implements an extremely simple algorithm to practically realise

load balancing. It assumes that all the rin gs transmit in the same direction and only requires

keeping track of which of the main ring and cluster ring tokens was the last to be received. As

with the ggo protocol, upon arrival of a main ring token, the intercluster queue is first served

according to the gated service policy. The main ring only proceeds to serve intracluster packets

if there has been no cluster ring token received since the last main ring token, i.e. if this is the

second main ring token in a row. In this case, all packets present in the intracluster queue at this

time are served. The intracluster queue is only gated after the intercluster queue has been

served.

The algorithm attempts to keep the token rotation times of the various rings equal to each other.

As we have seen in the results, the main ring generally receives more traffic than the cluster

rings, so in order to achieve balance, main ring traffic has to be reduced when necessary. The

only way this can be done is by reducing the amount of intracluster traffic travelling on the

main ring.

If main and cluster ring tokens are travelling at the same rate, each node will receive them in an

alternating fashion. If a cluster ring token is being received less often than main ring tokens by a

node (i.e. two main ring tokens in a row), there is too little intracluster traffic from that cluster

being transmitted on the main ring. Consequently, an arriving main ring token must serve the

intracluster queue. If, on the other hand, the tokens are being received at an equal rate (i.e.

alternating), the main ring does not need to serve intracluster packets. In this way, a cluster with

low intracluster load will rarely have packets transmitted on the main ring, while a cluster with

excess traffic will get the correct proportion transmitted on the main ring.
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Since this algorithm is intended to realise the ideal protocol as closely as possible, the analytical

results from the ideal protocol are used.
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Graph 3-19: Mean packet transfer delays for all traffic classes under random

traffic for Alg protocol

Graph 3-19 shows the performance of the protocol under random traffic. The analytical results

are from the Ideal protocol and it is evident that they accurately describe the Alg protocol.

Conversely, the algorithm approximates the ideally balanced load situation well under random

traffic. In the random traffic case, the best balance that can be achieved is to have no

intracluster packets transmitted on the main ring at all. Recall that to balance the load using the

ideal protocol we set aj = 1 for all i. The fact that the Alg results correlate well with the Ideal

results, indicates that there is low intracluster packet "leakage" onto the main ring. Such

"leakage" will obviously only occur in instances where a cluster ring token rotation time is

longer than the main ring token rotation time. This in turn is only likely to occur to a significant

degree when the mean cluster ring token rotation time is fairly close to the mean main ring

token rotation time. In a random traffic environment, the main ring to cluster ring token rotation

time ratio rapidly increases with increasing load. Hence, the low "leakage" is to be expected.

Graph 3-20 shows that even in the clustered traffic case, intracluster traffic "leakage" onto the

main ring is negligible. In fact, if the results are closely compared to graph 3-16, it is apparent

that the Alg protocol leads to very slightly lower mean packet transfer delay than the Ideal

protocol. Once again, the solid lines represent the Ideal analysis. The only real discrepancy
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between the perfonnance of the AIg protocol and the Ideal protocol is the larger difference

between the intercluster and cluster 1,2 delays. The simulation results for the mean intercluster

packet transfer delay are noticeably lower than those in graph 3-16. Graph 3-21 is included to

show that the overall mean packet transfer delays under both random and clustered traffic also

agree well with the Ideal analysis.
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Graph 3-20: Mean packet transfer delays for all traffic classes under clustered

traffic for AIg protocol
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3.7 Slotted ring protocol

It was shown in [Bhuyan et aI, 1989] that a slotted ring protocol outperforms a token ring

protocol when the network parameters are the same and packet lengths are fixed. This section

investigates whether the same gains can be obtained by using a slotted ring protocol in the 2

MR network. The protocol is based on the 110 protocol. Intercluster packets once again have

priority access to the main ring.

3.7.1 Analysis

The following 2-MR slotted ring analysis is based on that given in [Bhuyan et aI, 1989], as was

illustrated in section 2.3. The packet arrival rate to the main ring is, once again, given by

equation (2.50).

c
A = ""'(l-a.)X +,1,m ~ I I 0

i=1

(3.63)

From equation (2.36), the nominal ring utilisation of the main ring is then given by

U =,1, xm m (3.64)

This is also the probability that a passing main ring slot will be full. The probability that the

node has to wait j more slots before it finds an empty one can thus be approximated by the

geometric distribution

Therefore, the mean waiting time dm until an empty slot arrives on the main ring is given by

(3.65)tPm < I : d =~ . UJ(l-U)= xUm

m f=: JX m m 1- Um

if the main ring is not congested. Similarly, the nominal ring utilisation of the ith cluster ring is

given by

(3.66)

and hence, if the cluster ring is not congeskd, the mean waiting time for a cluster ring free slot

is given by

tPi < I : d . = xUci

Cl I-U.
Cl

(3.67)

(3.68)

where, according to (2.42), the actual ring utilisation of the main and cluster rings is given by

~m =,lmX( m; 1)
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(3.69)

Once the packet at the head of the queue has been served, the time before the next packet is

served is made up of the time for the current slot to pass by plus the time until another slot

arrives. We use the random variables tm and tci to denote the service times of the main and

cluster rings respectively. As in equation (7.39), their means are given by,

x
t =d +X=---

m m I-A X
m

X
t.=d.+x=---

Cl Cl 1- ~. ai/!-ix

(3.70)

(3.71)

We have already seen in equation (2.41) that these are limited to maximum values, as follows

This, of course, implies:

tm =(m+l)x

~ = (N. +1)x
Cl I

d =mxm

(3.72)

(3.73)

(3.74)

(3.75)

Both t/Jm and t/Ji are dependent upon ai and hence cannot be calculated independently of the

other equations. The intracluster queue only receives main ring access when the intercluster

queue is empty. The utilisation of the intercluster queue is ~I t m and hence the probability that
I

it is empty is given by

l_ AoJm
Ni

As a result, the mean waiting time for a main ring free slot to arrive at the intracluster queue is

given by

d . = d m

ml 1- Aol t
Ni m

Similarly, the mean time it takes the main ring to serve the intracluster queue is

The formula for ai is consequently given by
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Both the cluster ring and the main ring service the intracluster queue. Combining the statistics

of the two servers in a similar fashion to equation (2.57), we arrive at the following effective

mean slot waiting time for intracluster packets.

Also, the mean service time of the intracluster queue is

( J
-I

- 1 1
t. = =+=

el te; tmi

(3.79)

(3.80)

Once this has been found, we are able to obtain the mean queue waiting times for both

intracluster and intercluster packets, similarly to equations (3.12) to (3.14), as follows

- l..x+d
W. = 2 m

01 1 A. ._...!!!...t
Ni m

w =fAoi W.
o ~ A 01

1=1 0

As in equations (2.60) and (2.64), we can then get the mean packet transfer delays

(3.81)

(3.82)

(3.83)

(3.84)

(3.85)1

From equation (2.65), the overall mean packet transfer delay of the entire network is then given

by

- C (,1.- A '-JD - _I ~aye - I Di + Do
i=1 A A

(3.86)

(3.87)

(3.88)

We once again need to use the extended Newton-Raphson method to solve our set of

simultaneous equations. We can reduce the set of equations when tPm < 1 and tPi < 1 to the

following C + 1 equations:

fi =(ai-lXl-aiAix~m+ai(l-~:tm~ for l:::;i:::;C

fC+I =(l-Amx~m-x

together with the substitutions,

(3.89)

(3.90)
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We then calculate the partial derivatives. For 1~ i ~ C:

i _{(-2ai1iX+l+1iXYm +(1-~; tm~
fQ j - 0

f !... =(a. :-IXl- a.1.x)- a. A.Nni X
tm I I I I i

and [mally

J: C+l =1.x!
Qj J m

f~+l =1-1 x
t mm

3.7.2 Results

for i = j

for i *" j
(3.91)

(3.92)

(3.93)

(3.94)

To keep consistency with the 2-MR token ring results, the identical network parameters are

assumed, with the following additions:

• Slot length, x =500bits

• Number of slots per ring =6

In practice, a slotted ring protocol would probably have a slightly higher overhead than a

corresponding token ring protocol, but we do not take this factor into account.
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Graph 3-22: Mean packet transfer delays for all traffic classes under random

traffic for 2-MR slotted ring

Graph 3-22 shows a discrepancy between the analytical and simulation results around the

"corner" of the graph. This phenomena was discussed in section 2.3 and was thus to be
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(3.95)

expected. It is evident in all the following slotted ring results. The most striking feature of graph

3-22 is the significantly lower mean packet transfer delays. When the load is near zero, the

mean packet transfer delays approximately equal 22.5J.ls. This compares to a value of between

30J.ls and 35J.ls for the token ring case. The improvement arises because nodes in the slotted ring

network only have to wait half a slot length on average to receive access, whereas nodes in the

token ring network have to wait half a token rotation time. The queuing delays are thus reduced

by a factor equal to the number of slots (assuming the ring walk times are equal).
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Graph 3-23: Comparison of mean packet transfer delays for worst traffic classes

of slotted ring, 110 and AIg protocols under random traffic

The improvement in the mean packet transfer delays is easily seen in graph 3-23 and graph 3

24. It is important to note that the delay times remain low right up to high loads. Furthermore,

the maximum throughput is of a similar magnitude to the Alg protocol, which has been the best

performer up to now. The slotted ring protocol is, in fact, a I-limited protocol since only one

packet can be serviced for each arrival of an empty slot. Although the priority assignment is the

same as the 110 protocol, there is a vast performance improvement. Recall from equation (3.30)

that for the I-limited 2-MR token ring protocol,

m
Ao(max) = R

mx+ m

This results from the token passing overhead. During every token rotation, only m packets can

be transmitted, while the time taken for the token to travel around the ring (R
m

) is wasted. In the

slotted ring case, the only loss comes from the measure introduced to prevent a node "hogging"

a slot. A node is not allowed to reuse a slot. Consequently, the period of time it takes for the slot
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to move to the next node is wasted. This time period is, on average, equal to the ring delay

divided by the number of nodes. The slot is used for m such intervals and unused for one. As a

result, the packet arrival rate the main ring can accommodate is given by,

(3.96)
m

Ao{max) = ( )m+l x
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Graph 3-24: Comparison of overall mean packet transfer delays of slotted ring,

110 and AIg protocols under random traffic
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Graph 3-25: Mean packet transfer delays for all traffic classes under clustered

traffic for 2-MR slotted ring
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If we look at the perfonnance of the 2-MR slotted ring under clustered traffic, we once again
."

see the improved mean packet transfer delays. The curves in graph 3-25 are markedly "flat", i.e.

the mean packet transfer delays increase very gradually with increases in offered load, over

most of the domain. Like the 110 and ggo protocols, the slotted protocol could be considered

slightly unfair because intercluster packets have poorer perfonnance than intracluster packets.

Even so, graph 3-26 shows that their perfonnance is still better than the Alg protocol (which

was designed for fairness) for an offered load ofup to about 330Mbps.
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Graph 3-26: Comparison ofmean packet transfer delays for worst traffic classes

of slotted ring, 110 and Alg protocols under clustered traffic
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Graph 3-27: Comparison of overall mean packet transfer delays of slotted ring,
110 and Alg protocols under clustered traffic
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The performance gains achieved by using the slotted ring protocol are clearly evident in graph

3-27 which compares the overall performance of the 110, ggo and slotted protocols. Packet

transfer delays are significantly lower at all but very high loads and the maximum throughput is

only marginally less than the Alg protocol.

One must keep in mind, however, that practical systems rarely have fixed packet sizes. When

packet sizes are variable, the slotted ring protocol incurs an additional performance penalty,

because many slots are only partially filled. The token ring protocol has no inherent

requirement for fixed packet sizes and thus does not incur the same penalties.

Furthermore, the slotted ring protocol does introduce extra complexities, such as the need to

format the ring correctly into an integral number of slots. The ring delay may have to be

increased somewhat to make this possible by introducing a variable length in-line shift register.

Whenever nodes are added to or removed from the ring, the slot formatting will have to be

adjusted. Nevertheless, the performance gains offered by a slotted system when the packet sizes

are fixed are undeniable.

3.8 Summary

Chapter three was an investigation into the Two-Connected Multiple Ring. The original

proposal by [Lye et ai, 1995] utilised a I-limited token ring protocol where intracluster packets

have access priority over intercluster packets to the main ring. This protocol is obviously non

optimal. Intercluster packets suffer an unfair performance penalty, especially under clustered

traffic. This not only leads to higher intercluster packet transfer delays but also a higher overall

average.

We considered four alternative protocols in an attempt to find a protocol that optimises the

performance of the topology and evaluated the performance of each via both analysis and

computer simulation. Both random and clustered traffic patterns were considered. Each protocol

introduced some performance improvement over the previous proposal, until a near optimum

was reached.

The first improvement (110) simply involved changing the access priority to the main ring from

the intracluster queue to the intercluster queue. The random traffic results improved marginally,

but there was a vast improvement in intercluster and hence overall average performance under

clustered traffic. In the second protocol (ggo), the service policies were changed from I-limited
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to gated. As expected, this led to significantly higher throughputs on all the rings, with a

corresponding reduction in packet transfer delays at high loads for all classes.

It was then pointed out that the ideal scenario (ideal) would be to have the load balanced as

equally as possible over all the rings. An analysis was performed assuming a known traffic

pattern and optimally chosen a/so Random traffic performance again improved marginally.

Under clustered traffic, the main improvement was evident in the performance of the class with

the highest delay. The delay performance of all the classes proved very similar. A practical

protocol that included a load-balancing algorithm (Alg) was then proposed. It was shown that

this algorithm produced very similar results to the ideally balanced case and, in fact, even

resulted in slightly lower packet transfer delays.

Finally, we considered a 2-MR network based on a slotted ring protocol. As is the case for

single ring networks, the slotted protocol reduced the packet transfer delays considerably in all

cases. It did, however, allow a slightly lower maximum useable throughput than the ggo and

Alg protocols.
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DESTINATION REMOVAL DOUBLE RING

In a clustered traffic environment, nodes belonging to the same cluster are often likely to be

geographically close together. This chapter proposes an alternative network for such

environments that takes advantage of this fact and, like the 2-MR network, also requires only

two transceivers and MAC entities per node: a destination removal double ring (DRDR) using a

slotted protocol. This network has only two rings to which all nodes are connected. It provides

a major performance improvement by allowing multiple simultaneous transmissions on the

same ring and thus reusing the available spatial bandwidth.

An approximate analysis of the DRDR network is performed and the analytical results are

verified by computer simulation. Results are compared to the 2-MR slotted ring network. They

are given for both random and clustered traffic environments.

Furthermore, a novel immediate flow control scheme is proposed that allows the protocol to

retain the benefits of immediate responses from destination nodes. Its performance is evaluated

via computer simulation.

4.1 Topology

3,N, 2,2

,,~//
3,2 2,N,

3,\

~
,\

C,Ne 1,2
/ ,

/ ,
q \~

Figure 4-1: Network topology of destination removal double ring

Ni = Number ofnodes in cluster i

C = Number of clusters
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Figure 4-1 shows a general DRDR topology. C physical clusters are shown with Ni nodes in

each cluster i (i = 1, 2,.... C) and a total of m nodes in the network. Nodes in the same cluster

are adjacent. Each node has two transceivers that connect it to two physical rings. Data bits on

each of these two rings travel in opposite directions. Packets are always transmitted on the ring

with the shortest number of hops to the destination. Each node has a separate queue for each of

the two rings. Both queues are assumed to be of infinite length.

4.2 Possible Protocols

To take full advantage of the available spatial bandwidth, a multiple access protocol needs to

be used. A standard token ring protocol only allows access by a single node at a time: the node

that currently holds the token. A slotted protocol allows a node to transmit as soon as an empty

slot passes by. Thus, if there are s slots, s nodes can transmit simultaneously. A buffer insertion

protocol allows a node to transmit wheneler the ring is idle, i.e. whenever there is no packet

currently passing by. Thus, it is possible for all nodes on the ring to transmit simultaneously.

A multiple token protocol has been proposed in [Cohen and Segall, 1994] which allows

multiple access and this would be a possibility to investigate in future work. However, it has

not been tried and tested and the performance characteristics are not well known.

This leaves us with the choice between slotted and buffer insertion protocols. It has been

illustrated in [Bhuyan et ai, 1989] that for fixed packet sizes the slotted ring protocol

outperforms its counterpart, except at low loads. Since we are dealing with fixed packet sizes,

we will choose the slotted protocol for our investigation. A buffer insertion protocol is an

attractive alternative, however, when packet sizes are variable.

The MetaRing architecture (see section 2.7.4) is essentially a destination removal double with a

few added extras, such as fairness controls. It has the option of using either a slotted or a buffer

insertion protocol, depending on the application. The buffer insertion ring seems to be the more

popular choice, but this is probably because variable packet sizes are usually involved.

4.3 Slotted ring analysis

The analysis of the DRDR follows similar lines to the analysis presented in [Bhuyan et ai,

1989], which was used in section 3.7. In this case however, we can no longer use a single
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utilisation value for the entire ring, since different sections of the ring have different loads. A

separate utilisation value is required for each node.

Once again, we assume a Poisson packet arrival process and use an M/G/1 queuing model.

Since the two rings operate independently of each other, the analysis examines only one ring.

The results are applicable to both. The slotted ring protocol operates as before, except that now

the destination node empties the slot and it can be used more than once during each circulation

of the ring.

As for any network, the mean packet transfer delay for packets transmitted by node i is given

by,

(4.1)

where W; is the mean waiting time for packets in the node i queue, x is the slot (or packet)

length and Yi is the propagation delay from the source node (node i) to the destination. The slot

length x is known, so we just need expressions for W; and r i .

I~
I
I

Packet
Arrival

di+x ,

I I I
I I I
I

di+a I Transmission of packets
ahead in ith intracluster
queue

Wi

I
I

x

I
I

Figure 4-2: Waiting time as seen by an arriving packet in the ith intracluster queue

From figure 4-2, it can be seen that W; is given by,

(4.2)

where a is the remaining time for the current slot to pass by, di is the time until an empty slot

arrives at the ith node and Qi is the queue length at node i.

Assuming that consecutive slots are independent, the probability that node i has to wait} more

slots before it finds an empty one is the geometric distribution
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Hence the mean waiting time d; to find an empty slot is given by

- '" -j( -) u.x
d; = LjxU; l-U; =~

j=/ \1- U; J

where U; is the nominal utilisation of the ring at node i, given by

m m

U; =LLA)Dtk[J:tkX
j=l k=l

(4.3)

(4.4)

where Ai = Packet arrival rate to node i

[D]}k = Probability that a packet originating from node} is destined for node k

[Ti!ik Probability that a packet originating from node} and destined for node k

passes through node i

(4.5)

By applying Little's theorem (Q; =AW; ) and assuming a uniform distribution for a, equations

(4.2) and (4.3) can be simplified to:

- .lx(l +U.)W = 2 I

I 1-U. -Xx
I I

The only other variable that remains unsolved is the mean propagation delay:

r; =Irij[D]ij
j=l

where Yij is the propagation delay from node i to node}.

The overall packet transfer delay D can then be obtained by

D=IA;D;
;=1 A

(4.6)

(4.7)

In order to solve for a given packet arrival pattern, it is thus necessary to set up the matrices D

and Tj.

4.3.1 Random Traffic

Although the above analysis is all that is required to obtain the results for any traffic pattern, it

can be simplified for random traffic environments. For the random traffic case, the analysis is

symmetrical, i.e. the same for each node in the network.
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In order to simplify the following discussion, we introduce the concept of a traffic unit, which

we denote by the symbol u. We define it as the amount of traffic that flows between two

specific nodes. For the random traffic case, it will obviously be a constant value that is directly

proportional to the total offered load to the network. Since there are m nodes in the network and

each node has m-I other nodes for which its transmitted packets are destined, u is given by

Ax
u - -,...---...,-

- m{m-I)
(4.8)

where A, is the total packet arrival rate to the network (both rings) and x is the mean slot length.

We now proceed to determine an expression for the mean number of hops packets travel from

their source to destination nodes. The situation differs slightly depending on whether there are

an even or odd number of nodes in the networks. If there are an even number of nodes, each

source node will have a destination node exactly opposite it on the ring. In other words, the

number of hops to this node will be the same on both rings. As a result, half the packets

destined for this node will be transmitted on each of the two rings. There will thus be one

traffic unit transmitted from the source node to each downstream node less than half the ring

away and half a unit to the opposite node. Therefore, the mean number of hops packets have to

travel is given by

1m- 1

1 ".2 m + L..Jl 2

h = i=l _ m
even 1 1 4{ 1)2m-2 m-

(4.9)

If there are an odd number of nodes, on the other hand, the mean number ofhops packets have

to travel is given by

These results can both be accommodated by the following formula

h= L~mJrtml
m-I

(4.10)

(4.11)

If the ring delay for each of the two rings is R, this immediately leads to an expression for the

mean propagation delay

r=LtmJitml. R
m-I m
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(4.13)

-
Each packet, and therefore each traffic unit, travels h hops on average. This corresponds to a

mean distance of h /m, when expressed as a fraction of the ring. Since there are m nodes each

transmitting Y2(m - 1) traffic units onto each ring, the total traffic intensity on a given link is

given by
-

- hAx
UT =.l(m-l)hu =-

2 2m

Now the total traffic intensity on a link that connects a node to its downstream neighbour is

equal to the sum of the intensity of traffic "passing through" that node and the traffic

originating from that node. This can be written as

(4.14)

We can now solve for U i using (4.13) and (4.14), which gives

(4.15)

which can also be written as

(4.16)

(4.17)

Equations (4.12) and (4.16) can be substituted into equation (4.5), noting that

A
A.=

I 2m

This solution removes the need for setting up all the matrices and computing the sums required

earlier.

4.3.2 Clustered Traffic

It is easiest to simply apply the basic general analysis to the clustered traffic case since, in

general, the utilisation values for each node are different. All that is required are expressions

for Aj, [DLt and [~Lk' which will be given. In equations (4.18) to (4.20), n refers to the

cluster containing node), Acn and Aon refer to the intracluster and intercluster packet arrival

rates to cluster n nodes and N n refers to the number of nodes in cluster n.

(4.18)

If) and k are in the same cluster:
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If} and k are in different clusters:

The Ti matrices must be constructed as follows

(4.19)

(4.20)

[Ti]}k = 1

[Ti]}k = Y2

[Ti]}k =0

if} and k are less than half the ring apart and i lies between them (i"* j,k)

if} and k are exactly half the ring apart and i lies between them (i"* j,k)

otherwise

We now proceed to consider, a little more closely, the phenomenon of the ring utilisation being

different at each node, since it is an inherent property of the protocol that has important

consequences in terms of performance.

Once again, we use the concept of a traffic unit. This time, however, we alter the definition

slightly to include only the amount of intracluster traffic that flows between two given nodes of

the same cluster. As an example, we consider a ten node cluster. We only look at one of the two

rings. Graph 4-1 shows the amount of intracluster traffic originating from each node in the

cluster as well as the amount of intracluster traffic passing through each node.

Graph 4-1: Intensity of intracluster traffic passing through each node of a ten

node cluster and originating from each node

The number of intracluster traffic units originating from each node is simply equal to the

number of downstream nodes in the cluster. The number of intracluster traffic units passing

through each node is equal to the sum of all traffic units originating from upstream nodes and

destined for downstream nodes, which is simply given by the product of the number of
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upstream nodes and the number of downstream nodes, i.e. for node n, the number of traffic

units is (n - 1)(10 - n). The amount of background intercluster traffic will also in general be

different for each node and will tend to be lower further downstream the cluster.

The variation in traffic intensity around the ring has a few obvious consequences:

• The delay performance of each node will in general be different.

• There will be bottlenecks at areas of the ring with high utilisation.

• Certain nodes will be more likely to receive access than others, i.e. the network is not

inherently fair.

These properties will become apparent in the results.

4.4 Results

The performance of the DRDR slotted ring network, as analysed above, is now quantitatively

compared to the performance of the 2-MR slotted ring network (as presented in section 3.7) for

both random traffic and 90% clustered traffic environments. Simulation results are also

provided.

The network parameters used for the comparison are the same as those in chapter 4:

• total number of nodes in network, m =30

• number of nodes in clusters 1 and 2, NI =N3 =5

• number ofnodes in clusters 3 and 4, N2 =N4 = 10

• channel bit rate = 100Mbps

• slot/packet length, x = 500bits

• ring delay, R =3000 bit times

• number of slots per ring =6

• Random traffic packet arrival rates

By decomposition of independent Poisson processes, the packet arrival rates are given by

A. =P.)" = Ni Ni - I A
I /l m m-I '

A . =p .,1 = Ni m - Ni A
01 01 m m-I
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where Pii is the probability that a packet originates from an ith cluster node and is destined

for another ith cluster node. Pio is the probability that a packet originates from an ith

cluster node and is destined for a node in a cluster other than i. These formulae give

numerical values of A
cI

=Ac3 =0.023...1" Ac2 =Ac4 =0.103...1, and ...1,0 =0.747...1" i.e.

75% of the network traffic is due to intercluster packets.

• Clustered traffic arrival rates

As in Lye et al [1995], the packet arrival rates used for the clustered traffic results are

A -A =019...1, A =...1, =026...1, A =0.1...1, and ...1,.=...1, N./m, i.e. 90% of thecl - c3 • 'c2 c4 • '0 . 01 0 1

network traffic is due to intracluster packets.
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Graph 4-2: Comparison of 2-MR and DRDR mean packet transfer delays for all

traffic classes under random and clustered traffic

Graph 4-2 shows the performance of the 2-MR and DRDR slotted ring networks for both

random and clustered traffic patterns. The analysis is accurate for low and medium loads and

predicts the correct maximum throughput, but there is deviation from the simulation results for

high loads, as is to be expected from this analysis technique.

The 2-MR network is very inefficient with random traffic since over 75% of the traffic has to

be transmitted on the main ring, which is only one of the five available rings. As a result, the

main ring gets saturated far sooner than the cluster rings. The cluster rings perform well due to

the low load offered to them (as shown in graph 3-22) but this has little effect on the overall

network performance, which is similar to the intercluster performance. The 2-MR network
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CHAPTER 4 DESTINATION REMOVAL DOUBLE RING

perfonns far better with the clustered traffic pattern because the load is now balanced over all

five rings.

The DRDR network significantly outperfonns the 2-MR network both in tenns of average

packet transfer delay and maximum throughput. In fact, the DRDR with random traffic

perfonns far better than the 2-MR with clustered traffic, because it reuses the spatial

bandwidth.

Due to source removal of packets, the 2-MR network is limited to a throughput of less than

lOOMbps per ring and hence, under ideal conditions, less than 500Mbps for the entire network.

The DRDR network has no such limitation because it reuses the available spatial bandwidth

and can thus support throughputs far greater than lOOMbps per ring.

With the highly clustered arrangement of nodes assumed in this example, the DRDR perfonns

extremely well under clustered traffic. However, if nodes from the same cluster were not

adjacent, the results would be similar to those obtained for the random traffic case. In certain

circumstances they could even be worse and hence it is important that nodes having a large

volume of traffic between them, be spatially close together.
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Graph 4-3: Mean packet transfer delays for traffic originating from each of the

nodes of clusters I and 3 under clustered traffic on one of the rings

The DRDR perfonns impressively but, as mentioned earlier, it does have a few disadvantages.

It is not "fair", i.e. it does not give equal access to all nodes in the network. The result of this
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can be seen in graph 4-3 and graph 4-4, which show the packet transfer delays for the

individual nodes of clusters 1 and 3 that were obtained from the analysis. The results for both

clusters are identical due to the symmetry of the network. Graph 4-3 shows the results for the

traffic transmitted on one of the two rings. Graph 4-4 shows the average delay for the traffic

transmitted on both rings. Due to symmetry once again, nodes I and 5 as well as 2 and 3, have

reversed performance on the two rings and hence the average delay for both nodes in each pair

is identical.
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Graph 4-4: Mean packet transfer delays for traffic originating from each of the

nodes of clusters 1 and 3 under clustered traffic on both of the rings

The performance of the various nodes varies quite widely and there is nothing to stop a few of

the nodes "hogging" the network. This problem can be overcome using "fairness" algorithms

such as those specified in the MetaRing architecture (see section 2.8.3). Such algorithms do,

however, introduce a significant overhead.

4.5 Immediate flow control scheme

This section proposes a novel flow control scheme that retains the advantage of immediate flow

control that is often employed in source removal slotted ring protocols. The existing scheme

uses a response field in the slot trailer that is set by the destination node immediately after

reading a packet off the ring. This scheme ensures that a response is obtained from the

destination node one ring delay after transmission of the packet. No additional overhead is

required for low level flow control.
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In the case of the DRDR, a single response field in the slot trailer can no longer be used. In

order to maintain fast, low overhead flow control, a slot format similar to that depicted in figure

4-3 is proposed.

Start of Slot

X ACK ptr

FO F1 F21 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7

Destination

Source

DATA

ACKO ACK1 ACK2 ACK3

ACK4 ACK5 ACK6 ACK7

End of Slot

Figure 4-3: Immediate flow control slot format

The slot now has eight 2 bit acknowledgement fields (ACKO to ACK7) in the slot trailer. The

header contains a 3 bit pointer (ACK ptr) i;ldicating to the destination node which ACK field to

use and eight 1 bit flags (FO to F7) to indicate whether or not the corresponding

acknowledgement field is in use.

When the slot arrives at the source node and it is determined to be empty (X flag), the node

finds an empty ACK field by examining bits FO to F7, finding one that is set to zero and setting

it to one. It also sets "ACK ptr" to indicate to the destination node which field it has chosen.

The destination node will then leave the header fields untouched except for the full/empty flag

and place an acknowledgement in the correct ACK field. When the slot has circulated the entire

ring and returns to the source node the appropriate FO to F7 will be reset.

A side effect of this scheme is that each slot can be used at most eight times per ring circulation

if only eight acknowledgement fields are used. Furthermore, if an error were to occur in the

packet header, it would have an effect on more than one packet. Redundancy and error

detection and recovery algorithms would be needed to deal with this situation.
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4.5.1 Results

DESTINATION REMOVAL DOUBLE RING

We now examine results of the scheme. The network parameters are the same as before except

that the slot length has been lengthened to 525 bits to account for the overhead introduced by

the scheme and the ring delay has been correspondingly increased to 3150 bit times.
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Graph 4-5: Mean packet transfer delays for all traffic classes under random traffic
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traffic
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Graph 4-5 and graph 4-6 show the effect of varying the number of acknowledgement fields in

the slot header. The results were obtained from computer simu1ations. Having only one flag is

equivalent to source removal ofpackets. Since there are only 30 nodes in the network, each slot

can be used a maximum of 30 times per rotation (each node transmitting to its adjacent

downstream neighbour), hence having 32 fields means an acknowledgement field is always

available.

There is little difference between the performance with 8 acknowledgement fields and with 16

or 32, with only 30 nodes and 4 clusters. The extra overhead associated with the extra fields has

not been considered, i.e. the more acknowledgement fields, the greater the overhead. For

networks of this size, 8 fields are probably optimal. For larger networks, 16 or more fields

would likely be required. The amount of clustering would obviously be a vital factor to

consider.

4.6 Summary

In chapter four, a destination removal double ring using a slotted protocol was proposed as an

alternative to the 2-MR. for clustered traffic environments. An approximate analysis was

presented. The simplifying assumptions cause deviations from the simulation results at high

loads, however the results should still be sufficiently accurate for most uses.

It was shown that the DRDR slotted ring network had a significantly lower average packet

transfer delay than the 2-MR slotted ring network, as well as far higher maximum throughputs

due to spatial bandwidth reuse. This performance improvement was even greater for clustered

traffic than for random traffic. Hence the DRDR network or derivatives thereof, such as the

MetaRing, would be a good choice for clustered traffic environments.

Furthermore, the suggested immediate flow control scheme allows the protocol to retain the

benefits of immediate responses from destination nodes without significantly degrading

performance.
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CHAPTERS

EXACT RING NETWORK ANALYSES

Up to this point, all the analyses that have been performed have been approximate. The method

that was used was fairly simple and in most cases gave accurate results. However, it was stated

in chapter two that exact single token ring analyses have been performed in the past, but they

are complicated and require solving large sets of equations. In section 5.1, we present an exact

mean value analysis of a single token ring network with a.l-limited service discipline that was

performed by the author. It clearly shows the complexities involved in analysing ring network

protocols exactly. Nevertheless, we generate a set of m linear equations that can be solved for

the mean queue lengths of all the nodes on the ring. We also derive an explicit solution for a

token ring network with symmetrical load.

It has been stated on numerous occasions in the literature, for example [Bhuyan et ai, 1989],

that the general analysis of a multiple ring network is intractable. However, in section 5.2 we

look at a novel Markov chain approach that gives exact results for multiple symmetrical token

rings at near zero loads. Five examples are given, each one adding extra complexity to the

problem, until a general double ring solution is arrived at. The same technique is applicable to

networks with more than two rings.

5.1 Exact mean value anal ysis of a 1-limited token ring

The mean number in the system of an M/G/l queue can be solved using a two-moment method

[Kleinrock, 1975a]. Our method is based on this approach, but it is somewhat more involved.

Recall from chapter two that the general M/G/l model consists of a single queue with a Poisson

arrival rate A, being served by a single server with a service time generating function of b(x),

which is an independent variable. Kleinrock's analysis considers the imbedded Markov chain at

packet departure instants. The variable qn describes the queue length immediately after the nth

packet has departed. It is described by the following equation.

(5.1)

where
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{
o if qn =°

~ =
qn 1 if qn >° (5.2)

and Vn is the number of customers that arrive between departure instants nand n + 1. In the limit

as n tends to infinity, i.e. at steady state, the probability distributions for the queue lengths at

time nand n + 1 must be identical. Expressing this concept in terms of the expectations, we get

q = limqn+' = limqn
n~«J n-+ct'J

(5.3)

The same equality will hold for the second moments. Exploiting this property, we can use

equation (5.1) to solve for the mean number in the system.

If we take the expectations ofboth sides of equation (5.1), we arrive at the following expression.

In the limit as n tends to infinity, we can drop the subscripts to obtain

-
~q =V = P

(5.4)

(5.5)

In other words, the mean number of arrivals per unit time is equal to the mean number of

customers that are served per unit time. We have already come across this variable in earlier

analyses. It is simply the utilisation factor p of the queue. This is a fairly obvious result that is

not very helpful in solving for the expected number in the system, which is our goal. If,

however, we square both sides of(5.1) we arrive at

2 2 2 2
qn+1 =qn +~qn +Vn -2qn~qn +2qnvn -2L\nVn

Taking the expectations ofboth sides at steady state leads to

which can be simplified to

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

It is this expression that we can now use to obtain the results we desire. Also, it is now evident

why the method is called a two-moment method. Equation (5.7) is equivalent to having taken

the second moments of both sides of equation (5.1). If Vn is independent of qn, equation (5.8) can

be further simplified to

(5.9)

(5.10)

Using equation (5.4), we can now easily solve for the mean number in the system, as follows

2 -
v -v

q = p+ 2{1- p)

Unfortunately, equation (5.9) does not hold for the token ring case, because Vn is dependent

upon qn, as was discussed in chapter two. To make matters worse, if we have an m node
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network, we need a separate version of equation (5.1) for each of the m nodes. Moreover, the Vn

of each of the m equations is dependent upon each of the qn's of all m equations. We now

proceed to take all of this into account.

Figure 5-1: Three node token ring network

Figure 5-1 shows a three node token ring network as an illustrative example. New notation is

introduced to simplify the following analysis. Time is discretised into token arrival instants.

There are m such arrival instants per token rotation, as the token visits each of the m nodes.

Each of the variables qi shown in the circles refer to the queue length at the node at which the

token arrives at time i. For a three node network, qn-3 and qn refer to the queue length at the

same node for successive token arrivals to that node. Furthermore, An refers to the packet

arrival rate (packets per bit time) to the node receiving the token at the nth token arrival. The

packet length Xn is variable, with known mean and variance.

The queue length at time n is thus given by

qn =qn-m -l1 q,,_m + i>(An,l1q,,_,)+vAAJ
i=1

(5.11)

The variable Vn of equation (5.1) has now been split into m + 1 independent terms. The variable

V(An ,11q"-i ) is the number of packets that arrive at node n whilst packets are actively being

transmitted by node n - i and has the Poisson distribution

(A 11 \k -). 6 xP(V(A ,11 ) = k) = _n--:.:;q"~-iX_n _)e_"_qn-,_·n

n q,,-i k! (5.12)

The variable VR is the total number of packets that arrive at the node whilst the token is being

passed between nodes and has the Poisson distribution
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where R is the ring delay. Summing over m consecutive time intervals gives

~q.-. ~ ~[q'-'-m - 11••_._. + tov{,t.-. ,11••~J+ v, {,t._.l]
Rearranging and grouping dependent terms gives

Since packet arrivals are Poisson, this can be simplified to

(5.13)

(5.14)

(5.15)

(5.16)

We now have an equation that fully describes the system. Furthermore, we have subdivided the

equation into 2m + 1 independent groups of terms. Each group is enclosed in square brackets.

We could, at this point, square equation (5.16) and take the expectations of both sides.

However, it is difficult to directly determine the expectations of each term group, so we take a

slightly different approach - we take the z-transform of equation (5.16). Since each term group

is independent, we can z-transform each one separately. We then proceed to take the second

derivative of the transformed equation evaluated at z = 1, which is equivalent to determining the

second moments.

We now consider each term group separately. By definition

a:>

Z{qn} = LP(qn =k)Zk =Qn(z)
k=-a:>

(5.17)

The second "type" of term group on the left hand side of (5.16), we will refer to as f",k and

defme as follows

where

Z-transformingf",k gives

k-l

An,k = LAn-;
;=0
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where

(5.20)

(5.21)

The utilisation of the node served at time n is given by

(5.22)

B*(s) is the Laplace transform of the time spent serving the queue visited at time n. If qn = 0, the

service time will be zero. If, however, qn > 0, the service time will be equal to the length of the

packet that is transmitted, which is Xn• It is a well known queuing theory result that

Vn,Jz) =B* (ILn'k -lLn,kZ)

where Vn,k (z) is the z-transform of V(lLn,k' !1qn_k ).

(5.23)

Later stages of the analysis require both the first and second derivatives of the z-transforms

evaluated at z = 1 (i.e. the first and second moments), which are given by

, ,
F",k (1) = Qn-k (1) + Yn,k

'f 'f ,

F",k (1) = Qn-k (1) + an,kQn-k (1) + A,k

where

-
a n,k = - 2lLn,k x

Now let us turn to the first type of term group on the right hand side of (5.16), namely

g n,k = qn-k - !1qn_k +V(Xn,k' !1qn_k )

where

m-I

ILk="'1Ln, L.J n-i
i=k-m

It has a z-transform as follows

Taking the first and second derivatives of G (z) at z ::: 1 givesn,k ,

I I

Gn,k (1) =Qn-k (1)+ Kn,k

" " ,
Gn,k (1) =Qn-k (1)+ 'n,kQn-k (1)+ OJn,k
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K n.k = Pn (In.k~-1)
~ -

'n.k = 2An.k x - 2

(~ 22 ~ - )
0)n.k = P n An•k x - 2An•k x + 2

The z-transform of the final term of the right hand side is given by,

V
R
(z) =e-A.rR(I-z)

where

m-I

AT =LAn- k
k=O

The first and second derivatives evaluated at z = 1 are thus given by,

The z-transform of(5.16) is therefore given by,

In the limit as n tends to infinity,

(5.34)

(5.35)

(5.36)

(5.37)

(5.38)

(5.39)

(5.40)

(5.41)

(5.42)

if we redefine An•k accordingly. We will still retain the same subscripts, but from now on, we

assume that the system is in steady state. Hence

where

m-I

Xn•k =L An_ k
i=k

Taking the second derivative of the left hand side of (5.43) gives,

(5.43)

(5.44)

d
2

[ m-I J
dz2 Qn(z)D F".k(Z) z=!

~ Q:' (1) +~[F.,:' (1) +2Q: (1]F.,: (I) + 2i~,F.,: (I)F',i' (1)] (5.45)

Substituting (5.24) and (5.25) into (5.45) gives
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m-I Qn-k" (1) + an,kQn-k' (1) + fJ",k + 2Qn' (1)(Qn-k' (1) +Yn,k)

= Qn" (1) +L m-I [" , , ] (5.46)
k=1 +2 L Qn-k (1)Qn- j (1) +Yn,kQn- j (1) + Yn,jQn-k (1) +Yn,jYn,k

j=k+1

which, noting that a n,O = 0 , can be rearranged to

= ~[Q..-," (1)+ 21Q..-,' (I)Q.._/ (I)]

+ I[Qn_k' (l{an'k + IYn,jJJ +I [f3n'k + 2Yn,k IYn,j]
k=O j=O k=l j=k+1J'f'k

Taking the second derivative of the right hand side of (5.16) evaluated at z = 1 gives,

(5.47)

"+ VR (1) (5.49)

d
2

2 [fiGn,k(l)]VR (l)
dz k=O

= ~ [ G..,," (I) +2G..", (I)V; (I) +2j~IG..,,' (I)G..,j' (I)] +V;' (I) (5,48)

Substituting (5.32) and (5.33) in (5.48) gives

m-I Qn-k" (1) + 'l"n,kQn-k' (1)+ {Un,k + 2VR' (1{Qn-k' (1)+ Kn,k )

= L m-I [" , , ]

k=O +2j~1 QIl-k (l)Qn-J (1) + Kn,kQIl-J (l)+Kn,JQn-k (1)+ Kn,JKn,k

which can be rearranged to,

~ ~[Q..-," (1)+ 2j~,Q .._: (I)Q.._/ (I)] +V," (I)

+~[Q..-,, (I{2V; (I)+r.." +2~K",jJJ+~[Cd.. ' +2K..,.(V; (1)+ j~IK",j)]

The first summation tenns cancel when equating (5.47) and (5.50), giving us

This can be further simplified to,
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(5.52)

What we actually have here is a system of m linear equations with m unknowns that can be

solved to obtain the mean queue lengths.

5.1.1 Solvingfiyr <Pn

To solve for tPn we need to take the first moments of (5.11) as follows

(5.53)

In the limit as n tends to infmity

qn = qn-m

Hence

o= -!J.q" +I ~(An' !J.q"_i )+ VR (An)
;=!

Now

!J. q" =l-<Pn

~An' !J.q"_i )=An ;!J.q"_1 =An ~(1- <Pn-;)

V R (An) =AnR

Substituting (5.55) to (5.57) back into (5.54) gives

;=!

This can be rearranged to

IJ>(o)-An~~n-; =I-An (R + m~)
;=0

Once again, we have a system of m linear equations that can be solved for tPn.

5.1.2 Solvingfiyr the mean queue length

(5.54)

(5.55)

(5.56)

(5.57)

(5.58)

(5.59)

Note that we have solved for the number of packets in the system immediately after token

arrival instants. This includes the packet, if any, that is currently being transmitted. The value
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(5.60)

we really want is the mean number in the queue immediately after packet departure instants

because, according to Little's theorem, this will be equal to the mean queue length at a random

point in time.

The probability that a packet is transmitted when the token arrives, is simply the probability that

the number in the system is non-zero, which by definition is given by p. Thus, the mean number

in the system for node n immediately after a packet departure, is given by

qn

Pn

The mean queue length (excluding the packet currently being transmitted) is hence given by

Qn =~-l
Pn

This is the result we desire.

5.1.3 Solvingfar the mean jJa£ket transfer delay

(5.61)

Now that we have solved for the mean queue lengths, it is a simple matter to solve for the

packet transfer delay. According to Little's Theorem,

w =Qn

n A
n

The mean packet transfer delay for node n is then given by

(5.62)

(5.63)

-
where r n is the mean propagation delay of packets originating from node n. If the nodes are

distributed evenly around the ring, the mean propagation delay will be half the ring delay for all

nodes. The overall average packet transfer delay is then given by the weighted sum of the mean

propagation delays for each of the nodes, where the weights are proportional to the packet

arrival rates to the nodes.

(5.64)

5.1. 4 Soluingfara symmetrical load

When the packet arrival rate to each node is the same, i.e. Ai =Aj for all i and j, the queue

length statistics for all the nodes will also be the same, i.e.
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Hence (5.52) can be rewritten as

, , ,
Q (1)= Qj (1)= Qj (1) (5.65)

d (I{~[2V; (1)+<•.• -a., +2~{.:.'J -r.J)J =

~[P... +2r•.•J~; '.J]-~["'., +2T<•.• (V; (1)+ J%lT<•.J)]-V;' (I)
Solving for the mean number in the system gives

Now that we have the general form of the solution for the mean number in the

following further simplifications are possible.

rjJ = 1-A(R+m~)
i-mAx

(5.66)

(5.67)

system,

(5.68)

(5.69)

(5.70)

The results of sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3 can then be applied to obtain the mean packet transfer

delay.

5.1. 5 Results

We now compare the results of the above analysis to computer simulations. Two examples are

considered. In the first, we assume a 10 node network operating at 100Mbps. The packet length

is fixed at 500 bits and the ring delay is 3000 bits. Graph 5-1 shows the mean packet transfer

delay for this network.

Graph 5-2 shows the second example, where we assume a 30 node network operating at

100Mbps. Again, the packet length is fixed at 500 bits and the ring delay is 3000 bits. The

results in both cases clearly show that the analysis closely agrees with the simulation results,

which validates its authenticity.
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Graph 5-1: Comparison of exact single token ring analysis to simulation

m = 10, x =500, R =3000
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Graph 5-2: Comparison of exact single token ring analysis to simulation

m =30, x =500, R =3000

5.2 Applying Markov chain s to multiple ring networks at near zero loads

It was pointed out in chapter two that an exact analysis of a symmetric multiple token ring with

asynchronous tokens (or the closely related slotted ring) has never been performed and in fact,

many sources state that it is indeed intractable. In this section, we apply a Markov chain

approach to analyse such networks with fixed packet lengths at infinitesimal offered loads.
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As the offered load to the network tends to zero

• The time intervals between arriving packets tend to infinity

• The number of token rotations between packets tends to infinity

• The probability of a queue containing more than one packet tends to zero

• The probability of more than one queue having a packet to transmit during the same token

rotation tends to zero

• The token rotation time of each token tends to the ring delay

The discussion will now be restricted to a double ring network. The ring delays are assumed to

be identical for both rings at·R bit times and the packet lengths are fixed at x bits. One token can

always be considered to be leading the other by a "distance" of half the ring or less. We denote

this "distance" with the variable k, which we measure in packet lengths. We also introduce the

variable Rk to denote the ring delay, measured again in packet lengths. The analytical results we

present only apply to rational values of Rk•

Thus, the leading token will arrive, followed by the lagging token at a time k packet lengths

later. The leading token will return after a further Rk - k packet lengths. The token interarrival

times will alternate between k and Rk - k until another packet arrives at the network at some

distant time in the future.

We now consider such a packet arrival to a node. Since the arrival is a random process

independent of the token positions on the ring, the probability that the leading token will be

received first is given by

R -k
~eading = ~

k

(5.71)

In this case, the "gap" between the leading and lagging tokens is decreased by a packet length.

In other words, k is decremented by 1. On the other hand, the probability that the lagging token

will be received first is given by

k
p. =-

lagging R
k

(5.72)

This results in k increasing by 1. If Rk is rational, we can obtain a Markov chain with k

describing the state. We will now proceed to look at five examples of how the probability

density of k can be found by solving the Markov chain, which then allows us to obtain the token

interarrival statistics. Each example adds some additional complexity until all eventualities are

covered.
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Example 1: Rk =6k

PRELIMINARY WORK ON RING NETWORKS

Figure 5-2 depicts the Markov chain that describes the system when Rk = 6k, including all

transition probabilities. Obviously k can only vary between a minimum of zero and a maximum

of three. We assume that both tokens are generated by the same node simultaneously, i.e. the

system starts in the state k = 0.

1 I
(j

4
(j

2
(j

1

Figure 5-2: Markov chain for k where Rk = 6k

Consider the rare event of a packet arrival at a node.

• If k = 0, the two tokens will arrive at the node simultaneously. When the packet is

transmitted, the token on one of the two rings will be delayed by a packet length,

incrementing k to a value of 1. ThIS is the only transition possible and hence has a

probability of one.

• If k = 1 or k =2, the transition probabilities are given by the equations for Pleading and Plagging'

• If k = 3, the tokens are exactly opposite each other on the ring. No matter which of the two

tokens is delayed, k will be reduced to a value of 2. Since this is the only possible transition,

it has a probability of one.

The chain can be easily solved as follows

But

Hence

P(k =0)= iP(k =1)

P(k =2) =i P(k =1)

P(k =3)= tP(k =2)= 1~ P(k =1)

P(k = 1Xi +1+ .1 + -1-) = 26 P(k - 1) - 16 4 12 12 --

=> P(k =1) = ~~
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This leads to the probability density of k, as shown in table 5-1.

k 0 1 2 3
10 12 3 1

Probability 26 26 26 26

Table 5-1: Probability density ofk

This probability density can now be used to solve for the mean and residual token interarrival

times. The mean token interarrival time is given by

T= I t[kpk +(Rk-k)Pklt = t R
k

(5.79)

which is independent of the probability distribution ofk and holds for all values ofRk• However,

this is not the case with the mean residual token interarrival time, since it is dependent on the

second moment of the token interarrival time, which is given by

T2 = ItPk[k 2 +(Rk-kY~
k

Substituting into equation (5.80) from table 5-1 gives

T
2 =[(~~X02 +6

2)+ (~~X12 +52)+ (i6X22+42)+ (i6X32+32)~2 = ~~; R2

This can now be substituted into the standard formula to obtain

(5.80)

(5.81)

(5.82)

The result differs somewhat from the approximate expression in equation (2.48) from section

2.5, which gave

8
Example 2: Rk =Sk

T = 1. T = 1 R =104 R =0 33RR 3 3 312 • (5.83)

We now look at a second example where Rk is no longer an integer. The same concept holds

true, although the situation becomes slightly more complicated, as shown in figure 5-3.

IfRk is rational, it can be expressed in its simplest form as

s
R =

k I (5.84)

where s and I are integers. The physical interpretation of this formula is that the ring is divided

into s segments and a packet on the ring extends over I of these. In our example, s =8 and 1=5.
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1 5
"'8"

2
"'8"

7
"'8"

Figure 5-3: Markov chain for k where Rk =~k

We once again start with state k = o. When one of the tokens is delayed by an arriving packet,

we expect k to be incremented to a value of 1. This is not possible, however, since it is greater

than Y1Rko The token is actually delayed five out of the eight segments on the ring. The delayed

token will now be leading the other token by three segments.

We introduce the notation staten to refer to the nth state from the left in the chain (as it is drawn

in the figure), i.e. the value of k. In a system where stateo = 0, the general fonnula for staten is

given by

t s -1nl mod s - t si
staten =--"'---1-----:.

Also, the number of states is given by

Number ofstates = l~J+1

(5.85)

(5.86)

(5.87)

Notice that the states are no longer in ascending numerical order. Nevertheless, we still arrive at

a linear (I-dimensional) birth-death model, which looks very similar to figure 5-2. There is a

consistent pattern evident in the transition probabilities. Equations (5071) and (5.72) still hold,

however the following two formulae remove the need to determine which one of (5.71) and

(5.72) is appropriate for a given transition. The first formula (5087) returns the probability of

moving one state to the right in the diagram.

( )
nlmods

p staten ~ staten+1 =---
s

The exception is when n = 00 In this case, the transition probability is 1. The second formula

(5.88) returns the probability of moving one state to the left in the diagram.

( )
(s - n -1)1 mod sP staten ~ state

n
+

1
=--'------'----__

s

There is again an exception when n = Y2S, where the transition probability is 1.
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Solving this Markov chain gives the probability density of k, as shown in table 5-3.

1 2 3 4
k 0 5 5 5 5

9 40 20 24 35
Probability 128 128 128 128 128

Table 5-2: Probability density of k

Once again, we can use the distribution for k to solve for the token interarrival statistics, which

can be calculated to be

7
Example 3: Rk =3k

TR = tis R = 0.30R

(5.89)

(5.90)

This example differs from the previous two in that s (the number of ring segments) is now an

odd rather than an even number. Equations (5.85) to (5.88) still hold, however you will notice

from figure 5-4 that the right hand side of the chain looks a little different. Equation (5.85) will

generate two consecutive states of k = 2/3, for n = 3 and n = 4. Furthermore, equation (5.87)

gives a transition probability of 2/7 from state3 to state4' We no longer have the exception to

equation (5.88) where the transition probability from statey,s to statey,s _1 is 1. The reason being

that there is no statey,s, because s is odd. If the system is in statey,(s _1) and the lagging token is

received first, the transition will be back to statey,(s _1)'

1 3
7

6
7

Figure 5-4: Markov chain for k where Rk = ~k

Solving this Markov chain gives the probaLtility density of k, as shown in table 5-3.
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1 2
1k 0 3 3

20 105 126 35
Probability 256 256 256 256

Table 5-3: Probability density of k

Once again, we can use the distribution for k to solve for the token interarrival statistics, which

can be calculated to be

(5.91)

(5.92)

1
Example 4: Rk= 6k, stateo = 2'

Up to this point, we have assumed that the system is initialised with k = 0, i.e. the two tokens

are generated by the same node simultaneously. This may not be the case in practice, however,

especially if a fault occurs and one of the tokens is regenerated. The general model thus has to

allow for an initial state where

a
stateD =. I (5.93)

(5.94)

We have to appropriately adjust our other equations. Firstly, we need to divide the ring into

more segments so that in stateD, k comprises an integral number of segments. Hence, if

SoRk =-
ID

in its simplest form, we need to choose s such that it is the lowest common multiple of a and SO.

Assuming this is the case, the general formula for staten is given by

ts-I(nl +a)mods - tsl
staten =-=-----''-----1-----'- (5.95)

(5.96)

This formula will generate every possible state, even if stateD does not happen to be at one of the

ends of the chain. What will happen is that new states will be generated until one end of the

chain is reached. The formula will then go backwards through the same states until stateD is

again reached, at which time it will start generating new states in the opposite direction to

before. We can further replace equations (5.87) and (5.88) with

( ) m ( ) (m + I)modsp staten_1~ staten =- => P staten ~ state
n
+1 =~-~-_

s s

which can be used around the entire chain, i.e. both left and right. Therefore, to obtain the

transition probabilities we merely need one initial probability to start with, namely
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(5.97)P(stateo~ state! ) =!:
s

where stateo and state! have been generated by (5.95). It is important to note that the exceptions

to equations (5.87) and (5.88) still apply, i.e. if we have states k = 0 or k = Y2S, we need to set the

appropriate transition probabilities to 1.

Applying the above equations to our example leads to the following Markov chain.

1
IT

3
IT

7
IT

Figure 5-5: Markov chain for k where Rk =6k, stateo =i

Solving this Markov chain gives the probability density of k, as shown in table 5-4.

k
1 3 5
2 2 2

Probability
63 7 3
73 73 73

Table 5-4: Probability density of k

Once again, we can use the distribution for k to solve for the token interarriva1 statistics, which

can be calculated to be

1Example 5: Rk =4k, stateo = 3"

T = 1423 R =0 41R
R 3504 •

(5.98)

(5.99)

In this [mal example, we introduce the final complexity. Not all chains will be strictly birth

death models. Many will be circular, as shown in our example in figure 5-6. This will occur

whenever there is no state where k = 0 or k = Y2. Equations (5.95) to (5.97) still operate
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(5.100)

correctly, except that only the transitions in one direction (i.e. either clockwise or counter

clockwise) will be generated. To start the other "ring" of transition probabilities, the following

fonnula can be used.

( )
s-a

P stateo ~ state-I =-
S

State_1 refers to the state in the opposite direction around the ring to state!> when starting from

stateo. The Markov chain for example 5 is thus given by figure 5-6.

8
TT

1
TT

7
TT

2
TT

Figure 5-6: Markov chain for k where Rk == 4k, stateo == j-

It is not as simple to solve this chain as it was to solve the earlier chains because of its circular

nature. We need to resort to some basic Markov chain theory. First, we need to set up a

transition matrix T, where entry tij is the probability of moving from statej to state;.

0 8 0 .!Q.
12 12

...L 0 .2.. 0
T= 12 12

0 4 0 .1..
12 12

!! 0 .l- 012 12

Our state vector p is given by

P(k == t)

p==
P(k == t)
P(k == f)
P(k == t)

and must satisfy

Tp=p

(T-I)P==O
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where I is the identity matrix. We can now row reduce the matrix (T - I) and together with the

conservation ofprobability (all the entries in p must sum to 1) we can solve for the probability

density of k, as shown in table 5-5.

1 2 4 5
k 3 3 3 3

55 58 10 13
Probability 136 136 136 136

Table 5-5: Probability density of k

Once again, we can use the distribution for k to solve for the token interarrival statistics, which

can be calculated to be

r2 404 R2
=i09T (5.105)

(5.106)

This technique will work for any double token ring network where the tokens rotate in the same

direction and Rk is rational. In the case that Rk is irrational, a rational approximation can be

carefully chosen to give any degree of required accuracy. It is interesting to note that the exact

value for the residual token interarrival time obtained using this technique is usually

significantly larger than the approximate value from [Bhuyan et ai, 1989]. The reason for this

discrepancy is that the tokens tend to coalesce rather than distributing evenly around the ring,

which was the assumption made in [Bhuyan et ai, 1989]. An explanation for this effect can be

found in the transition probabilities of the Markov chains - the gap between the leading and

lagging tokens is more likely to reduce in size than to increase, because the leading token is

more likely to be received first. The larger the value of Rk, the more pronounced will be the

coalescing effect. The more closely bunched the tokens become, the higher the variance in the

token interarrival statistics becomes. Confequently, the mean residual token interarrival times

become larger.

A similar technique (at near zero loads) can be applied to networks with more than two rings.

An extra "dimension" of the Markov chain is required for each additional ring. The chain will

become very large and complicated if there are many rings.

The same technique can also be applied to double token ring networks with I-limited service

policies when the network utilisation is very close to unity. In this case, since all nodes will

usually have packets to transmit, the token rotation times are given by
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limTw =mx+R
p .....1

(5.107)

(5.108)

where m is the number of nodes in the network, x is the packet length and R is the ring delay.

The token interarrival times will cycle between k and Rk - k, where Rk is now given by

R
_ mx+R

k -
X

The state of the system will change in the rare event that a node does not have a packet to

transmit.

Unfortunately, this approach only works for infinitesimal loads (or loads infinitesimally less

than the maximum useable bandwidth). As soon as a non-zero load is considered, the problem

becomes seemingly impossible to solve. All the initial assumptions are no longer valid. The

system becomes multi-dimensional, since all the current queue lengths add an additional

variable. As a result, we are forced to make use of approximate analyses and for most uses,

simple is probably better.

5.3 Summary

Before chapter five, all the analyses that had been performed were approximate. The method

that was used was fairly simple and in most cases gave accurate results. In section 5.1, however,

we presented an exact mean value analysis of a single token ring network with a I-limited

service discipline. It clearly showed the complexities involved in analysing ring network

protocols exactly. A set ofm linear equations was derived that can be solved for the mean queue

lengths of all the nodes on the ring. We also derived an explicit solution for a token ring

network with symmetrical load. Two examples were given that validated the analysis, due to

their close agreement with the simulation results.

We then looked at a novel Markov chain approach that gives exact results for multiple

symmetrical token ring networks at near zero loads. Five examples were given, each one adding

extra complexity to the problem, until a general double ring solution was arrived at. It was noted

that the technique is applicable to networks with more than two rings, but an additional

"dimension" of the chain is required for each additional ring.

The residual token interarrival times obtained in the examples differed somewhat from the

approximate expression of [Bhuyan et ai, 1989]. The reason for this discrepancy is that tokens

on different rings tend to coalesce rather than distribute evenly around the network. An

explanation for this effect can be found in the transition probabilities of the Markov chains _ the
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gap between the leading and lagging tokens is more likely to reduce in size than to increase,

because the leading token is more likely to be received first. Unfortunately, the technique is

only applicable at infinitesimal loads and cannot be easily extended to accommodate finite

loads. It may, however, give insight into a more accurate approximate analysis.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

The first chapter introduced the basic concepts of ring networks and some of the issues they

involve. It described what they are and how they compare to other network types. Their

advantages, as well as limitations, were discussed. The different basic protocols were outlined.

The focus of this thesis is multiple ring networks and hence some time was spent looking at the .

various issues they involve. Other aspect~, including wiring, spatial bandwidth, costs, traffic

patterns and performance evaluation, were also discussed.

Chapter two was a review of the relevant existing literature on ring networks. Firstly, we

examined the single token, slotted and buffer insertion ring protocols, including the two most

common implementations (IEEE 802.5 and FDDI) as well as the many analyses that have been

performed thereof. We outlined an approximate method for analysing ring networks in general

and proceeded to give the specifics of approximate token and slotted ring analyses.

We then looked at two multiple token ring networks. The first of these was the symmetrical

multiple token ring, for which we gave some approximate analytical ~esults. Importantly, we

then reviewed the 2-MR network. This multiple token ring network was proposed to provide

improved performance in clustered traffic environments. The original conclusions of the

proposers, that it significantly outperfonns a double ring network, were verified.

Next we examined four protocols that implement spatial bandwidth reuse: the parallelring, the

multiple-token protocol, the PLAYTHROUGH ring and the MetaRing. These destination

removal networks provide improved performance over their source removal counterparts by

allowing multiple concurrent transmissions over the various segments of the ring. Finally we

discussed four fairness algorithms: the timed token protocol, the helical window token ring and.

the MetaRing fairness algorithms. Fairness algorithms are especially important in ring networks

that reuse the available spatial bandwidth because starvation of nodes can occur.

Chapter three included the major portion of new work - an investigation into the Two

Connected Multiple Ring. The original proposal by [Lye et ai, 1995] utilised a I-limited token

ring protocol where intracluster packets have access priority over intercluster packets to the
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main ring. This protocol is obviously non-optima1. Intercluster packets suffer an unfair

performance penalty, especially under clustered traffic, which not only leads to higher

intercluster packet transfer delays, but also a higher overall average.

We considered four alternative protocols in an attempt to find a protocol that optimises the

performance of the topology and evaluated the performance of each via both analysis and

computer simulation. Both random and clustered traffic patterns were considered. Each protocol

introduced some performance improvement over the previous proposal, until a near optimum

was reached.

The first improvement simply involved changing the access priority to the main ring from the

intracluster queue to the intercluster queue. The random traffic results improved marginally, but

there was a vast improvement in intercluster and hence the overall average performance under

clustered tra[4c. In the second protocol, the service policies were changed from I-limited to

gated. As expected, this led to significantly higher throughputs on all the rings, with a

corresponding reduction in packet transfer delays at high loads for all traffic classes.

It was then pointed out that the ideal scemU10 would be to have the load balanced as equally as

possible over all the rings. An analysis was performed assuming a known traffic pattern and

optimally chos~n a/so Random traffic performance once again improved marginally. Under

clustered traffic, the main improvement was evident in the performance of the class with the

highest delay. The delay performance of all the classes proved very similar. A practical protocol

that included a load-balancing algorithm was then proposed. It was shown that this algorithm

produced very similar results to the ideally balanced case and, in fact, even resulted in

marginally lower packet transfer delays. Finally, we considered a 2-MR network based on a

slotted ring protoco1. As is this case for single ring networks, the slotted protocol reduced the

packet transfer delays considerably in all cases. It did, however, allow a slightly lower

maximum useable throughput than the gated and algorithm based token ring protocols proposed

earlier.

In chapter four, we considered an alternative network that can be used in clustered traffic

environments: a destination removal double ring. By reusing the available spatial bandwidth and

having counter-rotating rings, this network provides significant performance improvements. A

general approximate analysis was presented that can accommodate any traffic pattern. The

DRDR analysis presented is approximate and the simplifying assumptions cause deviations

from the simulation results at high loads. The results should still be sufficiently accurate for

most uses, however.
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We then specifically considered the performance of the network under random traffic and

clustered traffic, where nodes in the same cluster are assumed adjacent. It was shown that the

DRDR slotted ring network had a significantly lower average packet transfer delay than the 2

MR slotted ring network, as well as far higher maximum throughputs due to spatial bandwidth

reuse. This performance improvement was even greater for clustered traffic than for random

traffic. Hence the DRDR network or derivatives thereof, such as the MetaRing, would be a good

choice for clustered traffic environments.

Furthermore, a scheme that still allows immediate flow control (a benefit of source removal ring

networks) was proposed, which allows the DRDR protocol to retain the benefits of immediate

responses from the destination nodes without significantly reducing overall system

performance.

Before chapter five, all the analyses that had been performed were approximate. The method

that was used was fairly simple and in most cases gave accurate results. In this chapter,

however, we presented some exact methods for analysing ring networks. An exact mean value

analysis of a single token ring network with a I-limited service discipline was given. It clearly

showed the complexities involved in analysing ring network protocols exactly. A set of m linear

equations was derived that can be solved for the mean queue lengths of all the nodes on the ring.

We also derived an explicit solution for a token ring network with symmetrical load. Two

examples were given that validated the analysis, due to their close agreement with the

simulation results.

We then looked at a novel Markov chain approach that gives exact results for multiple

symmetrical token ring networks at near zero loads. Five examples were given, each one adding

extra complexity to the problem, until a general double ring solution was arrived at. It was noted

that the technique is applicable to networks with more than two rings, but an additional

"dimension" of the chain is required for each additional ring.

The residual token interarrival times obtained in the examples differed somewhat from the

approximate expression of [Bhuyan et aI, 1989]. The reason for this discrepancy is that tokens

on different' rings tend to coalesce rather than distribute evenly around the network. An

explanation for this effect can be found in the transition probabilities of the Markov chains - the

gap between the leading and lagging tokens is more likely to reduce in size than to increase,

because the leading token is more likely to be received first. Unfortunately, the technique is

only applicable at infinitesimal loads and cannot be easily extended to accommodate finite

loads. It may, however, give insight into a more accurate approximate analysis.
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